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ARABIAN ASTROLOGY I —  TIIS POWER OF THE WHEEL

This lesson is the first of a series of twenty-six (Class b 2  

in the Philosophy of Concept, lessons 1051-1076) and it inagurates a 
ninth group of studies in the stellar science. Of the eight preceding 
series (Sabian Astrology, Class 21; Pythagorean Astrology, Class 2*+; 
Temple Astrology, class 26; Professional Astrology, Class 29; Divina- 
tory Astrology, Class 31? Symbolical Astrology, Class 3*+; Theosophical 
Astrology, Class 36; and Directional Astrology, Class 39) the three 
series, Temple Astrology, Divinatory Astrology, and Symbolical Astrology, 
or their equivalent, are necessary for the present work. This is the 
third of the advanced Apartments into which the Astrology of Concepts 
is divided, and to it the student must bring an equipment consisting of
(1 ) an ability to erect charts easily and without appreciable error,
(2) a reasonable skilled capacity for identifying any and all events of 
life in terms of astrological co-ordinates and (3 ) a definitely culti- 
vated gift for considering the separate factors of human experience as 
whole and complete, or self-sufficient from the point of view of cause 
and effect whether identified in the chart or in the actual events in 
which a native participates. There will be no specific reference to 
prior series of lessons for the major part, but the possession of this 
equipment will be taken for granted in outlining the new material, and 
recognizing the fact that it may be obtained satisfactorily, of course 
from other sources than the Astrology of Concepts. The present lesson 
is the first of two upon the cabalistic point of view as it has, in gen
eral, a vital though often sususpected place in astrological theory and 
practice, and it introduces the student to the factor of the absolute in 
all predictive art. That in astrology is essentially the power of the 
wheel of the horoscope, or the foundation of the circle as a spectrum
of analysis. £he cabala is the Hebrew science of the relation of all 
things to all other things, and the cabala is hsed primarily upon num-
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ber and symbolical patterns apart form astrology (which the Hebrews 
never adopted, as such, in their occult schools), and its special con
tribution to human point of view is its cardinal doctrine that signifi
cance and reality are relative if not synonymous terms. The cabala 
was termed in the Ibn Gabirol lessons the wedding of philosophy and 
poetry. Philosophy is, of course, the approach to significance and 
purpose, while poetry is the direct leap to reality. In astrology the 
experience of man is taken as poetic fact, or the approach to actuality, 
and the service of the horoscope is adding philosophy, or an interpre
tation of the life in berms of i s  own purpose and the purpose of life 
in general for the individual, to this personal clutching atreality. 
Usually the astrological procedures are purely an analysis of the phil
osophical or purpose side of being, but in stellar art there is also 
the direct approach to reality, less an interpretation of the life than 
a stimulation and awakening or reawakening of the life. This is the 
cabalistic point of view, therefore, and is Arabian Astrology primarily.
In Symbolical Astrology an introduction to the element of life poetry 
has been given to the student, but the point of view was the usual ana
lytical one in the presentation. The Divinatory Astrology the whole 
attention was given to the experience of the moment, the poetry of im
mediate passion of being, but again the explanation was from the accus
tomed analytical point of view. In Temple Astrology the root material 
now to be explaMed was first presented according to a strictly cabalis
tic pattern (parallelling the cabalistic pattern of Occult Philosophy), 
but no explanation of the underlying cabalistic tenets was offered.

Therefore the student, in his new work, faces a complete revision of his 
mental approach to astrological understanding, and it is in this rather 
than in the material to be used and discussed, that the present series 
will be unusually difficult.

Attention cannot be given primarily to the actual factors to 
be employed in Arabian Astrology, because they are limitless and space
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would forbid— even to the degree of the prior series--the outlining of 
all possibilities and the organization of all procedures. It is es- 
sential that the sttident be coached most thoroughly in the principles 
involved, so that he not only will be able to Binderstand that which 
will be presented, or that to which reference has been made in prior 
series and in conventional astrological books, but so that also he will 
be able to create his own factors at will, and to expand this branch of 
astrology to its limitless applications. Life itself is absolute in 
the sense hat there are no human boundaries to its possibilities, and 
in astrology there must be a department demoted to the absolute factor 
of normal being. Arabian astrology provides this by i s revelation of 
the poetic element in life, the color of reality and the personal equa
tion as such remains at the individual core of the cosmic scheme. The 
step is from the free-will realization of Directional astrology to a 

^  grasp of absolute reality. Man is not the priduct of the focus of
forces in which he has his being, but he is the agency that transforms 
these forces into (1 ) realities in general and (2) a reality (himself) 
in particular. What is reality? Not facts of themselves, nor pur
pose and universal plan, but rather the intermixture of these elements 
o r the acquisition of significance in being together with, realization 
in action (warmth added to substance or poetry and philosophy made at 
one).

Cabalism is the constant addition of new dimension to life, 
poetry the persistant enriching of all being through the multiplication 
of the facets of appreciation. Astrologically these dimensions and 
facets are kidded (that is, the factors are created to measure and in
terpret these as the individual conjures them into being from himself 
in his own sphere of reality) by the power of the wheel to create and 
to symbolize them. The survey of the full capacity of the horoscope 
in this regard will be left to the final (the twlefth) series, Rosicru-



cian Astrology (wherein cahalism is carried to its ultimate), but for 
the present the two striking cabalistic possibilites of the chart of 
the nativity will be taken as the basis of a first real drill in these 
pattern principles. For the sake of clarity the two methods will be 
given separate names, and introduced in preliminary fashion, in sepa
rate paragraphs.

Nodal Astrology is the philosophy and application (poetry) of 
the interrelation of the permanent celestial circles of motion as these 
are to be identified in the horoscope and interpreted in the individual 
life. There is essential and accidental derivation of relationship 
throughout all astrology, as has been pointed out in preliminary fash
ion (Sabian Astrology XXIV, par.3) and the nodes are theidentifica- 
tion of the essential element, or that which has its foundation in the 
emphasis of the cosmic or s&gnifance factor in individual life.

Locative Astrology, or partitive reading of the horoscope, is 
the philosophy and application iJf> the accidental derivation of relation
ship in the horoscope wheel as this is embraced in the parts. Here is 
that which reflects and identifies the particular interests or self
applications of the poetry of being in theindividual life, and the em
phasis is less of the significance and more of the realization of nas
cent selfhood, or tthat which complements the modal factor ideally.
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ARABIAN ASTROLOGY II —  THE INFINITY OF ANALYSIS

This lesson is the second of two upon the cabalistic point of 
view as it has, in general, a vital though often unsuspected place in 
astrological theory and practice, and it introduces the student to the 
further implication of the absolute in all predictive art or to the 
manner in which analysis may be carried out legimately and to an in
finite extent. A preliminary distinction has been made between nodal 
andlocative astrology, as these are respectively the essential or sig
nificant and the accidental or poetic approaches to an infinite symbol
ization of the life, and now a further identification of the factors 
must be made in terms of the great circles in which thy have their or
igin and being. The nodes exist in the ecliptic, since they are the 
points of contact between the orbits of the various planets and the or
bit of the earth, and they therefore are a zodiacal element, associated 
with the larger social situation of the 16fe, the relationship essen
tially between the individual and his physical and spiritual environ
ment. Under the term nodal astrology will be considered the phenome
non of infinite analysis in the signs, or the zodiac. The parts, how
ever, are of the nature of the cusps of the buses and, while they are 
placed in the ecliptic (that is, figured in terms of simple l&hgitude 
according to the projection of the house cusp and other circles of 
sphere division or apportionment into the ecliptic) for the sake of con 
venience in the calculation of aspects and the like, they are neverthe
less of the nature of the equator and are to be considered as fundamen
tally accidental or equatorial factor, associated with the personal 
and individual situation of the individual in relation to his own self- 
contained potentialities. To revert to the characterization of earli
er work (Sabian and Pythagorean astrology), the nodes and zodiacal anal 
ysis in the signs will be of the pattern or form and function ofbeing—  
activity through the social character of man— and the parts and equator
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ial or house analysis will be of the circumstances or substance of in- 

 ̂ dividuality. What is now before the student is an unlimited division 
of the circular spectrum of astrology as this is set up upon the one 
hand in the zodiac and made the measure of the relation of man to ele
ments superior to himself, and set up on the other hand in the houses 
and made the measure of the relation of man to elements inferior to 
himself. If the general principles intsolbed in this basic twofold 
point of view of Arabian Astrology be grasped thoroughly, there need be 
no difficulty in anything that follows.

The most familiar of all the spectrum devices in astrology as 
an art of symbolism is found in the symbolical degree of the zodiac, a 
department of nodal astrology, and what was put down at the time these 
were presented (the sixth seiies, Symbolical Astrology) can now with ad
vantage be restated. "The strongest kind of a strong warning must be 
sounded at this stage of astrological study, and while it is true that 
an individual may be so lacking in donscious sensitiveness to the psy
chological conditioning of his being as to be able to disregard this or 
any similar suggestion, and to remark triumphantly after an interval
that he has paid none of the penalties hinted to him, nevertheless the 

as
danger is acute as it is insidious. Under tahe law of the Lodge 
these lesson cannot really be restricted, and even in spite of a re
quirement for their study seriatim they must be supplied to students 
asking for them and meeting the requirements of their acquisition (pur
chase, or requisition by students of legate or anticipated legate grade 
at the time of their weekly issue), and the responsibility must rest 
squarely upon the shoulders of the student. As long as the recipient of 
the lessons studies them, sincerely, and according to the best of his 

^  ability, he is taking no risk. But if he persistsuia acquiring them either 
while admitting to himself that Solar Mysteries astrology is beyond 
him (whidh is it not of he can see where each week he has addin "efi- 
nitely to his understanding of the material in any of th eleesons of
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the twelve series, now issued or yet to be issued) or with the idea of 
gaining possesion of the lessons for the satisfaction of having them 
in his possession, he is playing with spiritual dynamite. Symbolism 
is the greatest power in spiritual or intelluctual work. It is a man
ipulation of the content of meaning or implication in the elements of 
objective sense existence. It is properly an opening of the faculties 
of judgement to dimensional enlargement of all life and being. A man 

who has strayed on the downward path of evolution (who from the light 
of his potenti&litites is progressevily degenerating in his conscious 
life) is one who has gained, unwittingly, the wrong use of symbolism, 
since all things are engaged in what to him is a very real conspiracy 
against him while his satisfactions are elements of destruction trnas- 
formed by his own symbolism of them into desirable characters. This 
is the explanation of gree, immorality and destructive competitive ef- 

^  fort. Normally, an individual is preserved by the power of the mean in 
the race. He is neither strikingly good nor bad as compared with his 
fellows. He lacks the gift of symbolism (that is, he takes his 
symbols second hand) and is safe. Astrology is taught under the Solar 
Mysteries is a science of symbolism, teaching it devotee the technique 
of placing what content of meaning and implication in things he may 
wish to put there, and it is essential that this be upon a sound basis 
in the self. Hence with advanced astrology the factor of the astrolo
ger becomes more and more iiportant. The infinity of possibility re
quires some sort of anchorage in the finite. This lies in the client 
and in the interpreting mind. Powerful as Arabian astrology is, it is 
at all times far more an art than a science, standing apart from all 
other systems in this regard.

The simple divisions of the zodiacal circle are not of the 
nature of the higher symbolism, and they therefore have fecome a part of 
the conventional practice under the name of dignities, and may be used
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in a purely superficial fashion. Nevertheless they also give clue to 
inner relations of the most suggestive symbolical force, and special 
attention must be given to them. Nothing more need be said of the 
symbolical degrees than that with them is given the formula in each 
case of the derivation of their meaning by infinite division.

Symbolism is a universal or infinite element by i s own na
ture, since each mind can interpret a given symbol according to the sub
stance of its own understanding and experience, and while there may be 
few with the innate or acquired gift to symbolize three hundred sixty 
degrees, yet every student can symbolize his own full experience or that 
of those closely known to him in factors that may be put into the horo
scope and made the basis of analysis and greater understanding. Arabi
an astrology exists to assist in this process.

The cabalistic point of view is therefore not only of the 
pattern that exists in nature, but also of the pattern that the individ
ual creates in nature by the fact of living (the reason for the long and 
reiterated warning). When these two patterns are blended, when phil
osophy and poetry are wedded in the horoscope, when the essential and 
accidental elements of life are brought into close co-operation, astrol
ogy has gained great potency.
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ARABIAN ASTROLOGY III —  THE LUNAR MANSIONS

This lesson is the first of five upon the fo ndation of the 
element of dignity in astrology; and it introduces the student to the 
twelve lessons, out of the remaining twenty-four, which are to he de
voted to the division of the Arabian astrology to be known as Nodal astrol 
ogy. It has been pointed out (Lesson I, par.2) that the prupose of 
the present advanced study is to enable the student to discover himself 
to be, not the focus of forces in which he has his being, but the agen
cy that transforms these forces into a reality which lies within hes 
control, and within his control in an absolute manner without the ne- 
cssity of any limitation not desirable to him. Obviously any man 
superficially is the product of the conditioning elements in which he 
has come into being, and through which he has been shaped to selfhood 

_ and adultship, but as is indicated in preliminary work for new students 
the whole puroose of the Sabian study is to enable the individual to 
select his own conditioning and to recondition himself in theline se
lected. The aid of the horoscope in this regard is beyond measure, if 
only the seeker is able to employ it, but it is an aid beyond the young
er student because it is predicted upon a recognition of absolute real
ity as such may be symbolized in the cinditioning agency already known 
and experienced. There can be no steppinf out from the old into the 
new without a creation of the new which, therefore, must be creaated or 
established within the conditions or substance of the old. Such a cre- 
atuib us bit a creatuib ub fact, of course, but rather is a realignment 
of old material into new form. The basis of this new form must be ah~

f * * \ solute upon its own account since it cannot bea product of or built 
upon the old absolute (ehcih is the self as the sslf so far is known 
and established ini-£®. absolute being) and the unique service of 
astrology in the reconditiong of soul subjecting itself ro Solar
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initiation is its clear and perfect identification of an impersonal or 
cosmic absolute, or the heavens declaring the handiwork of God in 
realms measureable to man and capable of reality within the spher® of 
conscious reason. In astrology the commonest and most servicable ab
solute element is fo nd in the critical degrees established by the 
lunar mansions, because these are the product of two diverse factors, a 
revelation of the power of the wheel apart form the actual planetary 
movement or actual infinite division of the cosmic cirdle (eliptic) 
upon the basis of its own self-contained geometric factors. The lunar 
mansions are the houses created by dividing the circle into twnety-eight 
parts, to reveal the mean daily movement of the moon in terms of the 
circle of its entire motion, or the identification of the day or base 
unit of all consciousness in terms of the moon or lord of physical life 
and function. They are taken from the equinoxes and so are a fixed 
function of the zodiac, and they are known through their cusps, which 
are termed critical degrees. The circle of the sun is divided by the 
lunar motion, as it were, and a relationship our of the heavens is tak
en for an identification of human activity of a sort not really a part 
of i self or of the superior scheme of being of which it is a part (the 
race, the social world), but a sort more an absolute co-operation with 
elements normally beyond self. This is the form factor at its 
first indentification, in contrast with the circumstantial factors of the 
absolute to be introduced in Lesson XV. There is here help for the ad
vanced student in his clutch at reality, or in his reawakening of his 
sense of higher life and geater purpose through what the critical de
grees offer him, i.g., an immediate judgement of events in terms of cos
mic rather than perosnal importance.

Significance abd purpose in general, abstract or absolute, 
are reflected in the ciritical degrees because they are a manifestation 
of the moon apart from direct relationship to the self. The moon is
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seen in its cosmic functions in the tides, and in the smaller tidal
_ phenomena in individual life or through all social relationships. They

Represent points in the zodiac which are important in and of themselves, 
not determined in any other way by theindividaul chart or by the self-con
tained or geometric divisions of the circle. They are a representation 
of time in space because, signifying the time elementof the lunar 
tides, actually and symbolically, they typify these in the interela- 
tions of things in their spatial or substantial relaity as measured in

1the wheel in general and in the particular horoscope in detail. The 
critical degrees show where the pattern of the individual, of its own 
nature, most directly touches the unknown of significance to it, the 
absolute or cosmic pregnancy of selfhood, and with the recognition of 
the points the events in life may be taken and through astrological 
rulerships be seen as more or less touching the cosmic potentiality in 
absolute possibility.

The poetic fact in experience is gained through the classifi
cation of personal experience, and Nodal astrology is here and through
out the Sabian system a matter of identificstion of absolute factors in 
the wheel, and the discovery of their relations to factors in life that 
in consequence may be taken as absolute. The critical moments of life 
are normally seen as such from a later perspective, through theactual 
eventualities of experience. With the critical degrees, and the other 
factors to be added in Nodal astrology, critical moments may be recog
nized as such at the moment of their occurence. This is the task of 
the advanced student who selects the road of astrology, and as he works 
this out for himself he gains also the capacity to do so for others, 
thereby establishing a possibility of service which further aids his 
initiation by aiding him in the role of genuine priest.

Here the present lessons are seen in their tie with horary or 
divinatory astrology, because What is of first importance now is the



evaluation of experience in spiritual si "nificance, or that thing the

doing of which is the only true sign of a soul that has approached mas
tership. The warning of the preceding lesson (par. 2) is therefore 
w ;11 sounded, because if this is taken lightly the whole structure of 
astrology is rendered worthless as an aid in self-illumination, oym- 
bolism is universal or infinite (Lesson XX, par.k) and it aannot oe 
cheapened or put upon a purely superficial basis without destroying it.

The critical degrees, or cusps of the lunar mansions (signs)o o o
are in cardinal signs 0 O' 12 51* 25 *+3*

o o
and, in the fixed signs 8 3^’ 21 26’o o
and, in common signs ^ 1 7 *  17 9'
and the events or conditions in life are ruled or identified by 
elements in the horoscope moving upon or natally placed upon these de
grees (with no more than ninety minutes of orb) are to be identified in 
terms of the absolute elements of the individual life, those' occurances 
or situations which are indicative of the soul's reaching out on its own 
account for its own selective conditioning or its own reshaping of its 
own life and destiny upon a higher plane or level.

The infinite of analysis particularly possible in Arabian 
astrology, because of the actual creation of elements of rulership and 
significance in the chart, begins with theessential dignities of which 
the critical degrees are a part, and the student should make a start in 
the employment of these by noting the efficacy of the critical 'degrees, 
especially as the transits shed light upon them.



ARABIAN ASTROLOGY IV THE SOLAR MANSIONS

This lesson is the second of five noon the foundation of the 
el ement of dignity in astrology, and it introduces the student to the 
factorof echo-living as this is a part of advanced work in Solar self
initiation, and as Arabian astrology is particularly suited to further 
its processes and purposes. Primarily what is now to be suggested is 
not so much a constant bringing of the past experiences back into the 
consciousness (the echo) for an enlargement of the pressnt, through the 
realization of the greater breath in the past when seen with the per
spective of the present, as it is a constant linking of the poetry of 
life or theexperience or the past with the philosophy of self-hood, i. 
e., the present in the light of potentiality or the furure. Tie goal 
before the strologer is the instant ©cognition of both the oast and 
fitire elements in any moment of the present, and this of course in on
ly possible through theidentification of all factors in terms of as
trological or other absolute co-ordinates (astrology remaining supreme, 
of all mechanisms, developed by man, for this purpose). The first 
step, therefore, is a careful watching of the chart and a careful judg
ment of passing events in the light of the chart. For this purpose 
the transits have been recommended because of their general triviality, 
on the principle that more vital things are so much a part of the self 
that immediate perspective within the s Leif is to a g-eat extent impos
sible. The evanescent element, from the point of view of the self, is 
most closely related to the cosmic or general scheme in its relation
ship with the sllf, co-ordinating largely to the cosmic or purely po
tential element in self. The difficulty in all of this, naturally, is 
the fact that man connot both play the game of life and be a spectator 
of it. The aspirant cannot very well watch himself plunge into his liv
ing to make his destiny, as this is now self-selected, a genuine or an 
accomplished fact. Too many seekers stray off the road at this point.



Their interest becomes Narcissus-like and their life impotent in its 
rapt self-contemolation. Self-pity upon the one handand self-impor
tance upon the other are to be rigorously avoided. As soon as the 
first success in identifying the influence of the immediate astrologi
cal influence in the immediate events has been achieved the student 
must, for safety sake, adopt the policy of aboiding an immediate watch
ing of the influence of his chart and turning instead to a judgement of 
himself upon the one hand and life upon the other in terms of his astro
logical factors as these are '©worked out in later and cool perspective. 
Literally, astrology, like drugs or surgery, is for emergency and unusual 
situations. The necessity is that the game of life must be played.
If man steps back to watch the procession of events his chart no longer 
works, unless in the so-called bad aspects that emphasize more outer 
compulsion uoon the inner than inner upon the outer (as squares and op
positions versus conjunctions and trines, in conventional astrology).
The transits are of special value because the operation of more of them 
can be crowded into a study or momentarily-spectator period, and be
cause they give the best and most cosmic (trivial) seise of the signifi
cant poonts in the chart.

Whate primarily is to-be-gained is a sense of the significance 
and importance, the purpose and self-selected destiny, of the individual 
life, so that life may be lived efficiently and gloriously. The points 
are not so mjich to be learned in the chart as the elements corresponding 
in life ace to be shown and eecognized instantly when met in the fever 
and enthusiasm of the game of living. Astrology, except for the prac
titioner (and apart form the superior menatal training whichits proper 
study involves*, is for the purpose of establishing the individual sig
natures of experience, and in astrology itself the most valuable factors 
are those contributing to this. In the critical degrees, as an expres
sion of the very conveniently absolute lunar mansions, the convenient 
primer signatures are fo nd, tecause through the operation of transits
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and directions the natal points are absolutely significant and are at 
once translated into life and action, and a certain degree of absolute 
or signature identification is gained in the natal chart. But the 
next step is the recognition of the absolute element in the degrees 
themselfes, the 360 solar mansions or expression of the movement of the 
sun in the ecliptic in terms of the day or basic unit of consciousness. 
In these lessons the importance of the degrees as such has been exhibit
ed in Symbolical Astrology, elevating them to the status of one of the 
twelve complete systems in the Sabian scheme. The Arabians themselves 
carried out the principles expressed in degree and dignity to a point 
which is worthless unless astrology is to be tatien in a very literal 
and fatalistic sense ( as suits the Mohammedan temperament, and the su
perficial Semit rind), but the conventional Arabian systems, in which 
Claudius Ptolemy and Placidus deTitus themselves are to be included, 
was of the greatest historical service in pressrving &t least the skel
eton of the ancient science. The fact that the sun does not actually 
move a degree a day (365~plus days for 3^0 degrees) is due to the aber
ration in the present relationship of the two motions of the earth, a 
factor that occultly is responsible for conscious life (the roatation 
cycle swifter than the revolutionary or mere cosmic one) and is of no 
importance in the symbolism and no violation df the principle. The 
Solar mansion is the foundation of all astrology.

The poetic fact of normality in living is expressed in the 
ddgree, and therefore, the entire Arabian system works to make this and 
that degree particularly significant in the expression of the inner or 
rea}. life in all experience. In every degree, as in every fact of ex
istence, thereis the 360/365~plu aberration, or the chance for an 
individualized fragment of relationship to something other than itself, 
but the degree as the unit of astrological calculation is primarily the 
representation of everyday or normal experience, and everyday or normal
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experience must, by the student, be embodied in the symbolism of the de
grees as this exists in them (Symbolical Astrology) or as this is put 
into them (Arabian Astrology).

The essential elements of dignity here are therefore those 
embodied in the Agrees as such, outside the individual horoscope, and 
to these much preliminary attention mat be given. As thestudent 
touches these in his chart, so he touches the elements of life t£tey sig
nify. His approach to them therefore must be through Ife. He learns 
the fire and water, earth and air elements of being easily, and passes 
on to more difficult dignity factors. He learns thecritical elements 
of life as of individual concerh through the lunar mansions or critical 
degrees and hakes a step towards the individual element in cosmic being. 
From this he may proceed to the most individual of all elements in 
astrology, the Locative meahanisms to be given in the final twelve les
sons of the series.

Inall this his first attention is and must be life itself.
He begins to learn what expression of self will be received by life and 
at what times it will be received. His experience becomes not a thing 
in itself but a tribute to something greater, theunderlying absolute 
which is neither life nor himself but is shared by both.



ARABIAN ASTROLOGY V THE CLIMACTERIC YEARS

This lesson is the third of five upon the foundation of the 
element of dignity in astrology, and it introduces the student to the 
factir if the personal absolute in terms of time, establishihg itn the 
most striking fashion possible the genuine individaultiy or indepen
dence of the personality or self as sucn. Time, as opposed to space, 
is essentially the internal factor of existence. Space involves all 
men and all things, and embraces a reality that stands, for the major 
part, wholly beyond the control of the individual. Indeed, it can be 
easily believed that what mah seem to be free will in the operation of 
individuality among the factors of space relation is byt action prede- 
terminded or conditioned by the spatial situation itself. But time is 
an individual matter to the degree that this progression in personal 
consciousness divides all things into the two braad classes of past and 
future, between which the present slone is the fleeting and so unreal 
moment where spatial conditioning destroys the free will of man. In 
the past the events are fixed, as is pointed out in the Sabian prelimi- 
ary lessons, but the significance or reality of these past events is 
always subject to change and gowth, the change and growth wholy de
termined in time and at the hands of the individual. Similarly the 
fixed potentialityes of the future are brought out into the present and 
transformed into events by a choice or inner determination, an attitude 
or approach superior in essence at least to the conditioning limitation 
of the present moment, or space, and capagle of entire control by the 
pereomality of self. It is necessary at this point in the Arabian system 
therefore, that the student learn theintegrity of the slef in 
temms of inner sense or time, and learn this so thoroughly that never 
again can he approach an individual problem or an individual chart with
out a sense of a possible solution wholly within the hands of the cli
ent or person centrally involved. Therefore action from within, or the
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transforming inner consciousness which is the focus of attention, in New 

^  Thought and subjective idealism, must in astrology gain a spatial real
ity, and this becomes possible through the climacteric years, or the 
cycles in every life that are not only of astrological certainty in 
their manifestation of themselves, so as to be properly impressive, but 
are also so wholly of theindividual and his essential self-determina
tion that they are not really to be identifies through planetary move
ments at all. The climacteric years are those created by the cycles 
of seven and nine in the life: the 7th, l»fth, 2 1st and so on, and the 
9th, l8th.27th and following nines. The ^9th year is taken as of 
particular strength because it is the product of of 7*7, as is the 8lst, 
pr 9x9, but the 63rd is termed the grand climacteric because it is the 
product of 7x9. As a matter of fact the statistical figures bather 
literally support the claim that more people die in their 63rd year than 
in. any year from the fiftieth to the eightieth.

These climacteric years are ideal representation of the inner 
or individual absolute element because they operate independently of the 
basic spatial factors as such, interpreting themselves or becoming man
ifest conveniently in events that have nothing particularly in common 
with each other or with the cause and effect cycles of the individual 
life. Moreover they are wholly independent of the cycles in the indi
vidual horoscope. They are the most individually absolute factors in 
astrology in terms of time, or individality per se, and therefore they 
should properly be taken into account in all reading, and they should 
be read in the light of balancing the operation of freww will in the past 
with the future potentialities which the free will in the client dic
tates and, in one way or anoter, reveals to the astrologer as the key 

^  tp the proper or most attractive approach to the real mastery of the 
individual chart. These years are usually explained astrolgically as 
derived either form the moon and Saturn, or form the moon altogether.
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The twenty-seven-and-a- third days cycle of the noon (in reference to 
^  jjhe stars, not the twenty-nine-and-a-half d jn reference to the sun) is 

familiarly a twenty-eight which gives lunar phases in round sevensm and 
trine relationships in round nines. The period of Saturn, 39*^ years, 
only roughly suggests the nine cycle, and additional difficulty in 
such an explanation is that the seven years are relatively evil in

their operation, the nine cycles good hy contrast, a reversal of astro
logical expectation. Actually, what is in operation is the power of 
number as approached in Pythagorean astrology, and the year as tj|e unit 
of time mr strictly personal consciousness. Cycles may be traced out 
in termsof any number, but only the odds (individual as opposed to 
social emphasis* are particularly capable of being charted in the life. 
The three and five year cyclesare too trivial for pracitcal use, but 
the eleven year cycle (which is the sun-spot peried) may be very marked 
in any life of any tangible <§gree of cosmic importance.

The poetic facts of everyday life is beautifully brought out
by the climacteric years because of the individuality of these cycles.
Generally s peaking those that are the product of odd numbers are the
most striking, the 3 1st or spiritual adultship, the &5th or point of
social competency, the ^9th as spiritual accounting and the 63rd as the
grand climacteric being those in the seven cylcles of note, and the 3 7th
and 1+5th being the points of possibel Bare fortune of special potency
in the other cycle. From the strictly philosophical poont of vaew the
charting of the life by these cycles is of special worth in indicating
the degree to which the life on the path, or the life in which there
has been any real effort to take hold of his destiny by theindi-

'* ** ' vidual, is actually brought into line, outwardly and spatially, with
the inward or time and true-self factor of the being. The cycles are 
pecuiiiSly indicitive to the astrologer of the manner in which the
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astrological cycles may be expected to become substantially manifest#
^  The essential elements of dignity are here gained not only

through the tracing out of these cycles as indicated} and their use in 
the chart as an aid in interpretation of theindividuality factor, but 
in the balancing of these with the dignities as they are Drought outin 
the transits and especially in the lunations, in other words, the find
ing of the next series of cycles in progression from individually to 
cosmically absolute factors. The ijtajor periods of the planets for the 
most part re too longoto chart and individual life )or are too regular 
and vu-and-dried, as the sun, ot too swift, as the moon) but the pro
gression of the lunations (by their place of occurance in the zodiac) 
through the chart in their nineteen year cycle ofi Returning to the same 
series of places in an annual revolution creates a strictly astrologi
cal cycle that is not primarily the nineteen years of i s own repeti- 

^  tion byt basically is the seeies of years succeeding each other in which 
the lunations do and do not touch off the indications of the natal plan
ets. These cycles are irregular, in that every individual is differ
ent, and therefore are tremendously interpretive of the individual ab
solute as i becomes socially manifest.

An infinity of analysis becomes possible with the constant 
interplay of pure number (Pythagorean Astrology* and pure motion "Arabi
an Astrology), and therefore much can be left tothe student to work out 
for himself upon the basis of general principle and broad suggestion.
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ARABIAN ASTROLOGY VI —  THE CLIMACTERIC POINTS

This lesson is the fourth of five upon the foundation of the 
element of dignity in astrology, and it introduces the student to the 
factor of the personal absolute in terms of space, bringing out the 
poqwe of outward evidence of the genuine individuality as this is mani- 
feat in the affairs of everyday. Differing from the individuality 
made manifest through the climacteric years, which are often ohly mani
fest as a purely subjective factor 5the impact of the social limitation 
upon the slefhood in cases where the self habitually knows itself in not 
other my than in bondage to the exterior universe), the individuality 
here to be brought to the service of astrological analysis is as evi
dent to external observation as to internal experience, and will be evi
dent ot the analyst even if in no way a part of the experience of the 
client, Man is to be sen at £.1 times as a composite reality. He 
is of the nature at once of a spiritual individuality which of itself 
has no part in life at all, and of a purely material identity which as 
such has no part in spiritual reality. From this point of view the 
actual man is the link between these elements, a link that is at once 
both and neither, or what it is perhaps most vonaenient always to term 
the self. The slef is known in astrology not as a simple factor but 
as the intangible That which now leans towars spirit and so subjective
ly identifies itself, and now leans towards matter and so objectively 
identifies itself. The leaning towards spsirit is of course the impli- 
Cationor significance in all things, and theleaning towards matter is 
growth and experience, enlargement of the being and the like. The ab
solute factor m  the first instance is necessarily expressed in terms 
°"*■* ^ me> and of the latter in space. The climacteric factor in time 
has oeen found in the previous lesson in the reglar cycles of odd 
years (especially of odd perodds of odd years* as these chart the inner,
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pr time or impact factor of matter upon spirit ( or progression, or ac- 
cepted selfhood, upon awareness), cfeateing what it is convenient to 
term consciousness in general, mood or present actuality in particular. 
There now remains the refverse of this, or the impact of spirit upon mat
ter, which must necessarily be charted from the point of view of matter, 
and which therefore must be entirely and strictly an element of the 
horoscope or putfre judicial astrology because in this factor alone is 
therefound any diagramming of the acceptance of the spirit by matter 
(the Birth of the spirit as a material individuality in terms of a mo
ment of patterning, or an element of present actuality in space rather 
than time), a focus of relationship. The wjiole chart is, of course, a 
representation of the individual materiality. This is provided by the 
primary relationship between the great circles of motion upon which 
judicial astrology as a science is based, the points at which these cir- 
des make themselves evident to each other, otr their two po:nts of in
terception.

In the relationships between the tro great circles of the 
earth's motion this factor is fo nd in the equinoxes, and from these 
the chart itself is derived, thus the sighs for the cosmic identifies", 
ationof the individual in pure type, the houses secondarily (by the in-- 
troduction of the horizontal cycle of selfhood) for the personal identi
fication of the individual. But man, as such, is more than a mere mat
ter of focus or aggregation of matter He possessed life, which is 
still something distinct from spirit, andstill something wholly materi
al or a matter of objective manifestation. Tn physical science an at
tempt to merge life andmatter fails bec iase life as an abstract some
thing is actuall the selfhood of theplanet or globe, the next superior 
order of evolution. In astrology it is impossible to get a factor for 
spirit as suvh to identify the individual in matter, but the convenient 
fact that the individual participates in life, and that life may be ma-
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terially separated from pure matter, makes it possible to chart the in- 
dividual absolutely in space by thedevice of utilizing the circle of 
the moon's motion (its orbit) in relationship to the earth's orbit, be
cause empirically it has been observed that life cycles as opposed to 
material conditioning of life are coincident with the moon's activity. 
(The philosophy of the relationship of the moon to life, as a satellite 
of the earth and a placental or reserve body is amply discussed else
where, e.g., Temple Astrology, XXIII, par. 3). where the planes of the 
orbital motions of the earth and moon meet there are created two minor 
dquinoxes which are of vast service in astrology because of their abso
lute nature. These are brmed the nodes, and bcause of the wabbleof 
the moon's orbit they travel retrograde around the zodiac and indicate 
the point of absolute co-operation of moon and arth, life and matter, 
in astrological co-ordination or symbolism. They five thename to the 

^  dignity branch of Arabian astrology bcuuse thay are the most absolute 
or unfixed element of dignity at the matter as opposed to spirit ex
treme, and they indicate a certain focal emphasis in the natal distribu
tion of individuality in terms of potentiality.

The ascending nodeof the moon is termeed the Dragon's head in 
astrology, andit is indication of the spatial absolute as a factor of 
contribution to selfhood. It indicates, in the horoscope, the point 
at which the individual most profits at the hands of all conditioning 
or external factors of his being. Because there is here a true cater
ing to his won life and being, this is usually seen to be a point of 
protection, and it is thus the head is Ascrib'd in analysis. The ab
solute emphaiss is of the spatial recognition of the value of selfhood, 
and the point may indicte stagnation as well as protection, although 
generally an individual is so sufficiently pressed by the surging of 
his own impi;ses that the head is far more a friend than a disguised 
enemy. By its place in the horoscope it identifies fundt&ons (signs)
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and circumstances (houses) through which primarily theindividuality is 
^  prospered, that is, his absolute nature or being in the spatial realm 

is recognized by the associated realities of his place in the realm of 
matter. Secondarily, as planets pass ober it, or make aspect to and 
from each other while in orb of it (two degrees is maximum orb) it 
identifies the succesful dictation, wittingly or unwittingly, of the 
slefhood to life and materiality in general, and so is a great aid in a 
charting of all self-discovery.

The descending node is of course the reverse factor and 
there is not much that need to be said separately. Not protection, 
fundamentally, but self-undoing, the Dragon’s tail (qs it is teraed) 
marks the point at which the absolute nature of the individual spatial
ly is resolved into itself rather than sustained in itself, or at which 
obligation to the social scheme is collected, and at 'toich theindivid- 
uality becomes absolute separately, as it were. It is the point of 
disentanglement, the ooint of relaease as contrasted with the heasd as 
the point of best attack by individuality upon life in general. The 
tail, as this release, therefore becomes spiritual opportunity in the 
sense of a regrasping and reorganization of self absolutely..

An infinity of analysis is here opened up through the fact 
that while very slow-moving, and so offering no help In progressions, 
the nodes of all the planets may be taken as indicative of points of 
co-operation and challenge in the particular realms of their rulership.
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ARABIAN ASTROLOGY VII —  THE MEASURE OF EXPERIENCE

This lesson is the last of five upon the foundation of the 
elements of dignity in astology, and It introduces the student to the 
factor of selfhoo, as this, in astrological symbolism, becomes a pure 
climacteric element on its own account, linking the individual abso
lute in time with the individual absolute in space and so creating 
reality in terms of direct experience. What is accomplished here with 
the horoscope is not the primary development of a symbolism of the pat
tern of being, by which experience is rendered subjedt to charting or 
made thinkable or available for analysis, but rather the faculties of 
experience are identified in the horoscope so that the factor of experi
ence itself may be divided up according to the genius of the individual 
time and sp ace absolutes, and a sense of the selfhood thus gained in 

^  and of its own genius. This is accomplished apart fsoom the chart at
the beginning, by an understanding of the mechanism of consciousness in 
and through somple awareness, so that experience may be known and real
ized absolutely. Then, with a sharpeneing of therealozation of exper
ience or the development of a judgement of slef in terms of self, it is 
possible to return to the chart with anew power of slef-ana]ysis. 
Experience, inother words, ©cannot be measure primarily in comparison 
with the experiences of others, or even in contrast with the ideal ex^ 
perience of the race, until it becomes real upon its own account or un
til selfhood becomes experience per se, that is, pure dynamic as op
posed to pure static and so unreal (dream or dazed)being. Symbolism 
must become a living symbolism, and astrology mast yield an intimacy 
rather than a criticism of slef here, and to this end the approach to- 
wards a measure of experience is by means of the senses as these can be 
given alliving symbolism astrologically. What is now reached is the 
dignity of life itself, because life is fundamentally sensual or a mat-
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ter of consciousness served by chemical action (of cosmic substance 
impressed with individual spirit).

ASTROLOGICAL SELFHOOD: THE FIVE EXPRESSIOHS or the EXALTATIONS 
The OUTGIVING Positive Exaltation The INTAKING Negative Exaltations

d

T

Facial
expression

Voice
Thought

J
CD

Eyes
Visualization

Ear
Understanding

a (now)^ )

u
Movement

Location ~yrp Touch
Contact

l/PV*
\/m r

Aura
Mood ¥

Taste
Knowledge

7f Odor
Emanation

Nose
Awareness J/-

n Here &  is exalted because the pectoral girdle serves protection
Here is exalted because the pelvic girdle serves manifestation

The table here given is a contribution of astrology to the 
understanding of the nature of man. From the point of view of astro
logical rulership the senses as physocal organs of the body, the re
lationships to signs and planets will differ (as will be brought out in
a later series or Heglian Astrology), but from the point of view of 
man’s selnood charting itself to itself through the interaxtion of 
slef and environement the patterning must be as here shown. 3y the 
planets placed in these sighn in the chart the individuality of the 
slef is oriented to tfcher selves, and a means s3f the reference of what 
is known to what is is desired to know becomes possiblein a truly ab
solute manner. Each man has his own experience, but as such it is in
articulate or ^unthinkable. But as he gains a realization of the cli
macteric facets of pure selfhood, and can then make judgements in com- 
parison of these with others, his own experience becomes social or real, 
and all life with this takes on dignity. A degree of resulting self
mastership and life mastership gives the individual a contribution in
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understanding which truly is beyond price. Here is astrology in its 
cosmic role.. This is astrology as astrology serves the true Mysteries.

The two signs ruling the girdles from which the appendages of 
higher life are articulated have no part in the sense pattern perse, 
although they represent the larger social sense of the basic of the 
principal conditioning of man as a motile unit in society. But this, 
a larger sense, is a lesser and almost hon-existen; sense in terms of 
absolute selfhood, because no judgements are possible through such func
tioning. Any expression here of selfhood is automatons, and so of 
great significance in chart interpretation, of course, but of no&orth 
in patterning the selfhood as such. Of the five ssenses, two are of 
greater individual significance, and will be discussed in & following 
paragraph. The three remaining senses are more ample, more cosmic 
aid universal, and so less a matter of individuality. These— touch 

_ taste andsmell— are Tbest for the initial approach. In the table the
scheme of opposites is an expression of the balance between the spatial 
and temporal absolutes between which selfhood exists as a link in real
ity. The ou giving is the contribution of self to space, and the in
taking is the commandeering by self of time. In addition to this, the 
senses themselves divide, according to time and space points of view, 
into the three social and two individual senses. In and through all 
theis there is the pattern of elements which will be illiijinating to the 
student who has mastered at least the spirit of the material that has 
gone before, but x/hich will bo confusing to the student who has attempt
ed to press on, greedily, ahead of himself. In the social senses the 
three yield, in the third , a sense which is peculaiarly the sanse of 
selfhood, so that this sense— smell— is always the basis of accult dis- 
cipline, as well as of all social attacks upon the aloofness of self
hood (the aromas of food, aphrodisiac scents, etc., etc.). Touch, the 
first, is theuniversal or spatial social sense. Positively, this



operates through the individuality of the animal unity such as movement 
and self-directed location of slef. This is the exaltation of Venus, 
or the drawing of all things to self. Negatively it is contact; which 
is the exaltation of Mercury or mind, and the oasis of all judgements. 
In taste, the second, the temporal or discriminatory social sense is 
seen. Here is the exaltation of independence from the social scheme
positively, and negatively the increasing participation in experience, 
such as is expressed in knowledge. Smell, the third, is peculiarly 
selfhood. Positively this is the impulse nature of Mars, whethre 
physical odor or psychic influence. Negatively it exalts the out- 
projection of the soul as rapport with experience.

Seeing is the individual or truly external (or real selfhood) 
space sense by which normally all physical dignity is organized. It 
is the establishment of appearance in self and in the world. Positive
ly it exalts experience per se through the moon. Negatively it is the 
exaltation of the fortune or creating power of selfhood, that is visu
alization as the establishment of selfhood absolutely in any and all 
sense by which normally all spiritual dignity is organized. It is the 
establishement of harmony in the self and in the world. Positively it 
is theexaltation of selfhood per se in the sun.. Negatively it is the 
exaltation of the depths of selfhood in terns of understanding.
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ARABIAN ASTROLOGY VIII —  THE COSMIC IMPLICATION

This lesson is the first of seven upon the chatting of the 
element of dignity in the chart (thesixth of twelve upon Nodal astrolo
gy), and it introduces the student to the real place of the planets in 
Arabain astrology. In a very general way the whole point of view of 
this branch of the Sabian system is of thesigns, and the approach to 
life is primarily, therefore , through function and through direct mani
festation of the divineopattern h. human affairs. But the houses of 
the chart, the circu instances of life, take on a sing-like potentiality 
which is tremendously revealing and which will comprise the entire lat
er half of the present series (Locative astrology), an to no less a 
degree the planets must be seen in a role of function or Arabian singif 
icance, yielding to the astrologer the most potent of all in individual 
factors of the system. The planets maybe taken in a general way as 
the collectors and administrators of the power and potentialities of 
the wheel, as these are brought out in the Arabian system. This func- 
tionof collection and administration divides into two principal sec
tions, the accidental and the essential. Attention already has been 
given in passing to the accidental role, or the significance in a chart 
when a Planet Is seen exciting certain points made significant in the 
Arabian division of the wheel by i s presence upon the place in question. 
Here reading, is £ simple either by a consideration of the nature of the 
indication excited without reference to what paaticular planet may be 
active, or by the employment of astrologican rulership from other sys
tems, adding to the consideration the light shed upon the matter by the 
natureof the planet involved. In Arabian astrology in general the 
planets are all alike, mere indicators or distributing agencies of ele- 
ments of rulership brought out by the power of the wheel. They are ad
vanced beyond or placed behind each other in terms of power or potency 
according to the manner in which they administer the powers of the wheel.



But the instruction in Arabian Astrology is advanced not only because of 
the higher degree of understanding needed for its employment, due to its 
use largely of &stract factors, but because it is particularly valuable 
as a substratum method of reading, upon the foundation of which the more 
elementary understanding of the planets and all other factors may be 
used to supreme advantage. The essential nature of the planets in the 
Arabian system is so very valuable in this role that many of the fea
tures of this part of the system have beeome an intregal of the conven
tional or composite judicial astrology of the middle ages, that is, the 
system generallyembraced in the popular textbooks today. Here is a 
relationship of divisions of the circle permanently expressed in the 
planets, distinguishing each of them from the others according to cer
tain various schemes of relationships. Here Arabian astrology touches 
very primitive principles, and the technique now takes a radical depar
ture and moves from the significance of planets on places in the chart 
to their importance in places. An issustration of this not to be re
peated in the present series is the method of reading introduced in the 
concluding lessons of Sabian astrology, for the purpose of giving the 
beginning a potent and <ffective absolute analys ysis of the chart, that 
is, a development of pure Arabian astrology that does not belong in an 
introductory series of Arabian principles as here. There the planets 
by their complementing adminstration of two phases of division in the 
house circle through the house correspondence to the signs in terms of 
lordship and exalttation have been seen in essential revelation of the 
circumstances of the individual being. Here the study of the dignity 
of essential relationship will be confinced to the signs or the factor 
of pure function.

The wheel (the ecliptical circle, primarily, rather than the 
equatoria circle drawn on the horoscope blank, but both in a philosoph
ical sense) is the mother 0f the individual in the sense of representing
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in diagrammatic fashion all the elements going into the make-up of 
selfhood. Arabian astrology is the study of the parts of selfhood or 
the cosmic implications as these are described in terms of the digni
ties) which express the component elements of the digniuy of life it
self. There is the usual infinity of analysis nere at the commie pole 
(as there will be at the individual pole in the parts proper, for th&t 
matter), but it is a division down into infinity, based upon a more and 
more minute division of the circle. The first division of tne circle 
of the ecliptic is into the signs themselves and these are bken in a 
twofold manner in terms of the lords and exaltations of the signs, 
the latter element becoming the consideration of the follwoing lesson.
The moving fromlargeness to smallness for the moment is not in the di
visions of the circle, butin the fact that the planets have (in effect) 
two signs to rule, but only one sign in which to be exalted. In the 
lesser dignitite, the progression is through smaller and smaller divi
sions of the circle, as will be shown in the sedcond following lesson. 
Because there are seven instead of six fundamental planets (the Chaldea n 
group that in another branch of applied Arabian analysis, used in Temple 
astrology, are seen to distribute the ays of the week and the hours of 
the day), the sun and moon share rulership together in the lordship of 
the paired signs, but this is an emphaisis rather than an irregularity 
(since the moon is in reality a legate of all the planets, or what ahas 
been called the minute hand of the clock of destiny , and only particu
larly or typically 30 serving the sun here). Since there are only 
nine planets known (Pluto in 1932 remaining hypothetical, Bros impracti
cal, Vulcan a myth, and because a plant astrologieally is created by 
the typical position and shape of its orbit and not by its nature, Nep
tune thus barely being uselfu) the acaltation must use nodes and at 
least one part ot complete the scheme, although therevy ideally distrib
uting the potential factor inlife and destiny as will oe shown.
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The mother-parts known as dignities may therefore be seen to 

be largely implications rather than facts, and this is the power of 
Arabian astrology, more suggestive and less scientific than any other 
astrology). The implication is established by the permanent relation
ship set up between the signs and planets. The point of origin in the zo
diac is taken at Leo (for reasons to be discussed in Heglian astrology) 
and the signs in pairs are given rulership by the planets as shown in 
the table of Tern le astrology (or any textbook fibing the lordships of 
the signs and rulerships of the planets.)

Philosophically it is necessary to remember at this point that 
it is the ambient or the heavens as a qhole that is behind all implica
tion through t::is distribution of rulership in this fashion. The 
part is a specialization of the whole, not a subtraction from the whole.

?There is cosmic implication in everythiga, but the special- 
ization of this is fundamentally an activity rather ban a function of 
being, and so is expressed in a planet. When a planet, therefore, is 
in i s own sign, it is itself strengthened, and it strengthens this sign 
of which it is lord and in which it is placed. Thus irrespective of 
what the planet signifies, there is an enhancement of the import or re
lationship. A matter is not exactly more of itself but it is more sig
nificant, it implies a cosmic or invisible emphasis.
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ARABIAN ASTROLOGY IX -  THE INDIVIDUAL IMPLICATION

This lesson is the second of seven upon the charting of the 
elements of dignity in the chart, and it introduces the student ot the 
philosophy of the exaltations . xhere is a far greater scientific 
logic in the assignment of the planets to the signs as lords because a 
definite plade of being is taken in the circle and theplanets then 
are fiven too the pairs of signs in the order of planetary orbits as 
these are fo nd in the actual solato system. The exaltations, in sharp 
contract with this, are ideal in their assignmentof planets to signs 
and, moreover, as has been pointed out in the prior lesson, they add to 
their company two of the nodes and o©he of the parts (except as now re
placed by Pluto) in order to gain a full trwelve planets, a step forward 
in an infinite division of the circle. To the degree that astrology 
is seen properly, as a mechanism of understanding which makes use of 
the regularity of heavenly movements (relatively speaking) and so em
ploys the underlying pattern in and through all nature (consequently 
being in no wise under bondage to the limitations of literal heavenly 
bodies and movements), it should be realized by the student that plan
ets are created by the system and not by the heavens primarily, and that 
any number of planets (non existent, physically speaking) may be created 
by astrology, actually to be equal astrological potency with their 
more real associates. Indeed, the understanding of this is tne root 
of the Arabian system. The exaltations represent an approach on the 
part of the ancients to this fluidity of life patterning, because the 
establidhment and identification of the exaltations has oeen and must 
be distinctly arbitrary. Here is the individual implication in its 
very essence. These exaltations could have been arranged differently 
without distruction to the phase of giving mother-parts to the circle, 
for the reason that the understanding of the planetary natures and the 
human good judgement behind their assignment to signs in which to be ex-
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exalted must run hand in hand, and it is the condtioning of the medieval 
minds by the nature of the planets based in turn upon a rich tradition 
and a vast empirical usage that made inevitable the stting up of a 
system of exaltations which reveals the medieval mind of man. This, 
in turn, is tremendously revealing to present-day astrological scholar
ship, and tremendously valuabel because all modern knowing— the mecha
nism of the mind of today in tis collateral approach to the judgement of 
life itself— is thus found, in berms ofindividual implication, in its 
more orless primaty and self complete root conditioning of itself.
The exaltations are the sxtremely logical approach to the understanding 
of the individuals capacity to understand in berms of the current coin 
of understanding (as the race has developed this).

Therefore, with a logic that could not exactly be brought out 
clearly two lessons ago, it may be seen that the senses, in the larger 
as^edt of their complementary outgiving and intaking of relationships 
with life as a conscious phenomenon, are properly expressed through the 
exaltations, and the advanced student may now be set to the task of 
creating for himself a tool that never has truly been in his possession 
unless gained by him intuitively, i.e., the planets as the legated of 
the race-being in the individual, or the pure potentiality of selfhood 
as this is shown in every chart. 'Wherever the sun is, there the 
genius of Aries gives its pointed individual implication, and if the 
sun is in Aries it takes on imoortan.ee because it -Mien shows a life 
born to be implicative in its solar nature. Moreover, if the sun is 
on its degree of particula implication, this is uniquely true in the 
native’s case. ^or the exaltations by signs and particular degree 
(the latter for the older or true planets only) the student is referred 
to the table in Temple astrology or the conventional textbooks, and 
this much of the interrelation between the signs and planets he may 
master, as he must, through the coin of his own experience with human
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nature. Aiere are great possibilities here.
But what is principally opened up to the Sabian student now 

is that factor indiscriminately used in conventional and popular strol- 
ogy, in such usage becoming a destructive and confusing factor oecause 
leading to an infinite regress, namely, the blending of factors, or the 
modification of one indication by another. In popular astrology the 
quest is unending, a regression towards infinity, because the relation- 
slip between elements in the chart are without appreciabel limit, and 
when a root idea has been modified through a number of protean changes 
it becomes as fuzzy or as hazy as life itself, with the result that 
conventional astrology affords the amusing spectacle of the use of a 
knowledge of life for an understanding of the chart which, in theory 
exists for the reverse purpose. Indeed, may a student is better off 
with his judgement without the confusion of astrology, and properly all 
beginning students must be taught to revert in all processes to their 
judgement without astrology so long as there is any danger of astrology 
degenerating into a crutch for the faculty of judgement. With Arabian 
astrology, factors can be blended because the blending is upon the ba
sis of an absolute understanding, and because the blendin g is a blend
ing not of influences in life but the outreaching of life to
wards a grasp of itself. In other words, in Arabian Astrology there 
os a matching of the normal blending of man's approach in his own under
standing. Arabian astrology is not a charting of the ideal man, or 
ideal life, but is a measurement of the individual in the actual experi
ence of the individual.

This is illustrated in the fundamental differences between 
lordship of signs and exaltations in si ns, as already brought out ahd 
as now to be indicated further in pointing to the fact that the assign
ment of lords is celestial, working by the order of planetary orbits 
from the equinoxial point (the spiritual equinoxial point, to be ex



plained in Hegelian astrology), but the assignment of exaltations 
is terrestial, in the sense that the visualization is from the point of 
view of house rather than sign situation. The sun is exalted at the 
ideal point of rising in the signs and Saturn at the similar point of 
setting, assuming the individual implication in a non-existent or ideal 
horozin such as is needed to create houses. The will (sun) is there
fore man's eccentric being (reaching out from itself) and the depth of 
being (Saturn) is the concentric (or egocentric) being. The social 
being of man objectively is expressed in Mars through its elevation of 
selfhood among men, and the same social being is expressed subjectively 
through Jupiter because of the nadir-sense or simplicity and self- 
weighted eventuality of pure soul, without elevation or position among 
men.. Here is bing at its angles of self-knowing. Only Saturn and 
Jupiter remain properly paired, from earlier point of view. Venus,
related to Mars in principle, introduces the element of sustainement, as 

the
the self by cosmos, and is itsslf subjective sustainment, while 
Mercury, usually associated wi h Venus and Mars, is here vrought to its 
point of real power and significance as objective sustainment, or con
sciousness in individuality. The moon, related to the sun and all the 
planets is alone a succedent sign exaltation, introducing the re&ulant 
phase of individual absolute experiencing.

Things as truly personal, cosmically self-sustaining without 
dependence upon any cosmic factor, are the specialized revelation of the 
exaltations.



ARABIAN ASTROLOGY X —  THE SOCIAL IMPLICATION

This lesson is the third of seven upon the charting of the 
elements of dignity in the chart, and it introduces the student t<t the 
terrestrial rather than the celestial organization of individual experience' 
in and through the natal chart by means of the Arabian system. Here 
the lesser essential dignities may be considered together in their es
tablishment of a progression down ti a propter nimutias of recognition 
of facts of self-expression. The whole purpose of astrology is to 
symbolize life and to organize this symbolism so that new light is 
shed upon the life in a way possible by direct observation. Actual
ly life itself is symbolization in all its relationships, "uch purely 
pbjectove factprs as food and shelter, clothes and reproduction (and 
the other primitive instincts) are disguised, not because they are un
worthy or a cause for shame but because they are in themselves unimpor
tant. True, when a man faces deprication of food, when his 
shelter and other primitive needs are threatened, thy then become of 
: ajor importance, but such a condition is abnormal and when it does 
arise it is never seen as a matter of the importance of the instinct 
involved but of the social condition reducing theindividual to an ab
normal situation. These predicaments are always, to the Blind of man, 
symbolical of a grievance, or injustice, of a phase of the conflict be
tween classes and ^groups, etc., etc. In an approach to a larger under
standing of life the student must get under his observation more and 
more of the facets of life involved, and this has to be done, whether 
in life or in astrology, by means of symbolism. The lesser essential 
dignities in astrology are particularly symbolical of this process.
They show not the larger relationships of life directly but throughiothe 
paradox that a thing is larger in life reality through its greater man
ifestation in lesser symbolism rather than thro gh its iaor° infrequent 
manifestation in larger factors. Thus culture is not marked in the
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great and dignified sacrifices of 19fe, p rimarily, because an unlettered 
man or •.waaan is fully capable of rising to the need of the moment.
Not all the heros and heroi&es are cultured people. Instead the mark of 
culture is to act in small things as if a great issue wereat stake, 
and in astrology the small details associated with the lagger fiactors 
of life are the point of attack for determination of the influence of 
life's large issues in the individual. The triplicities, faces and 
terms of the zdiac are therefore the manner in which each olanet may 
successfully be seen as symbolic of the great social complex in the 
individual, and from the estimation of the planets in this fahhion the 
type and manner 6f the individual's co-operation.with the social scheme, 
and its do-operation with him, may be determined.

The social irnolication of the chart Is therefore the element 
of this co-operation. While it may be taken in either way, the point 
of view will be that of the social scheme's operation through the indi
vidual. His chance for accomplishing waht he wishes in and thro ugh 
human relations is indicated or symbolized always in his power of living 
or making actual the dreams of the race ideal in himself, exactly as his 
ambitions and projection of himsslf is an individualized reflection of 
the racial conditioning in his own being. This, of course, is an ex
tension and natural carrying forward of the philosophy of the prior less 
son. Society is not a physical but rather a psychical entity, ex
pressed in the persistent of tendiences in human conduct. Laws and 
traditions, cities and housses, human habits and appetites, are grooved 
in the livingness of racial ideals which are implicit in the intangible 
reality that must be termed the race, and are ecplicit in the individual 
only in their conveneince to him as giving him a deeper and fcuer sinse 

/’"n of himself (since he has been conditioned towards the possibility of 
self-expression thro gh these a encies). Of themselves none of these 
things is real. They live on in the individual and the individual



lives on in them. This is mutual and co-Operative, and this and this 
alone is society. Astrology itself is no more real than society. As 
willl be pointed out (Hegelian astrology) the zodiac might be arranged 
in any other ;than its usual way and, as especially made clear in the 
prior lesson, the ecaltations, as types of the most social and human of 
all essential dignities might easily nave been schemed in any other 
fashion. The social implication of man is therefore not a measurement 
of his advancement or any comparative state (for the man who tiday 
seems Advanced may tomorrow be proved reactionary, and today's radical 
or reactionary tomorrow may be proved to have the truly advanced soul 
of his age) but it is always the revelation in full, no more and no less 
of his degree of fluid participation in society, his richness of expres
sion of the racial potentiality as this finds consummation in the indi
viduality of his own being. The aliveness of the life, the freedom of 
potentiality, are the elements revealed in these dignities created by 
the infini e division of the chart.

The triplicities are the relations of the Chaldean planets in 
groups of trwo (excepting Kars, who as the first expression of being or 
the external pioneer element— social implication per se— must stand 
alone) as related to the signs taken in £oups of three. Here is the 
social exaltation fo the alchemical elements. Triplicity, face and 
term are to be seen in the tables of Temple astrology (p. 100) or in 
the conventional textbooks. 3y triplicity the planets Sol and Jupiter 
are coupled in their expression of fire socially, that is, the will and 
the eccentricity of the soul are the social manifestations of the in
citing or originating poweS? of man (fire), his capacity to carry out 
what is not obviously a part of the immediate social ir.plication, or 
the originality of selfhood. When either of these planets is found in 
its triplicity the native's power of social origination is enhananced ac 
cording to the genius of whatever planet it may be. In similar fash



ion the planets Saturn and Mercury, the depth of concept and breadth of 
percept, are seen related to the signs of social intuition or racial 
co-operation in terns of ideals (air), and when they are placed in their 
triplicities the result is an individual enhancement of the power to 
cooperate with society (the odd genius of seme people to be in the 
rught place at the right time and to say the proper thing at the best 
moment is bcought out). Feeling and possession, Luna and Venus, are 
related to the staying or self-sustaining power (earth) of the social 
scheme, its genius for conforming to and reverting to the pattern of 
its won greatest potentiality, and the placing of these planets in their 
triplicities is thus revealing of the individual scoial implication 
again. Mars through iits emphasis in the signs of appreciation of cos
mic ar racial drift 4water) gives an indica bion of the individual's social 
implications in terms of mood.

The faces and terms are subordinate divisions down to the 
point of more minute symbolization, and they are almost wjioolly a product 
of the early medieval empiracl mind, to be seen necessarily as a tradi
tional expression of the facets of hum an experience, if their full gen
ius is to be gained or is to be worked out in terms of the hdividual 
experience of the astrology. Indeed, a more logical but less useful.

The force of the essential dignities is specially bo be 
learned and observed through dividatory astrology, and attention to 
this point will be given in the following lesson.
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ARABIAN ASTROLOGY XI —  THE SYMBOLICAL IMPLICATION

This lesson is the fourth of seven upon the charting of the 
elements of dignity in the chatt and it introduces the itudent to the 
curious parallelism between the inevitalbe ou working s of the symbolism 
in the artificail mechanism of judicial astrology and the natural prog
ress of life itself. Here is the element in astrology so widely com
mended in conventional beaching as intuition, but the element as it may 
be put down, and organised and so made a tool of the disciplined mind 
rather than remaining the fortuitous dicky guess of the understanding in 
revponse to a mood, such as religious devotion (sometimes mixed with 
astrology in incongrouous fiashion) or faith (the universal support oand 
sustainment of the undisciplined mind). Life, once it is pointed in a 
given direction, or symbolized according to one of the major complexes' 

/’•s, of the universal pattern, possess a driving power which only is modi
fied or changed in i s direction by very unusual or strong conditioning 
forces of another nature, or (the usual history of a given ase) when 
the momentum has ppeht its force. In astrology the original complex 
of individual patterning, underlying the whole judicial science, has 
developed natuaally and normally a major complex of symbols attached to
the root structure empirically, that is, in symbolization not of the 
root element of human life but of the rather standard tendencies of 
any and all directions of being. In superficial fashim, but illus
trative of this power of symbolism in everyday affairs, the normal man 
of the street is able to predict most of the actions of his associates 
through the inevitable association of certain symbols, not because 
these are Inherently related but because their relationship to the un 

/̂"*N derlying pattern outs them in an outer association which is regular be
cause of the experience of the race. If a man is wealthy there are 
conditioned ino him certain traits of character that are no part of 
wealth nor of his own primitive nature. He stands more or less aloof
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from his fellows in general because he is approached so insistently for 
financial assistance. Were he to give this indiscriminately he would 
be penalized by the vanom of men when man is pauperized (when the inner 
spirit rebels at a sense of obligation to an individual to whom as an 
individual no obligation is owed). Because of this, cert in root 
types of individuals are more and mmore drawn to the social complexes 
producing wealth, and a vicious cycle is set up. Out of all this are 
certsin sure predictables, but they have no reality in spiritual rela
tionships. They are entirely the product of the experience of the race. 
Similarly, custom has made the male sex the wooing and the female sex 
the wooed, and the result of this is a development of masculine and 
feminine character that is almost wholly a matter of conditioning.
There is nothing directly spiritual in modesty, but the social import 
of respect for slef in the light of the pred.ictabel expectations of con- 
duct is quite one of the most ppiritual of all elements of human person
ality. In fact, life is almost wholly viewed upon the basis of surface 
relations that are the product not of primary reality but of social com
plex. In astrology, therefore, the root principles may be put down and 
used, but the patterns of empirically gained symbolisms of life 
which have not real being in cosmic pattern, become by fat and all the 
most revealing elements of astrolofical science. The primary result 
of this is that the Arabian system, putting down the principles for any 
chatting of non-p rinciple byt rather empirical-derivation symboliza
tions, must be the first dependenceof theskilled astrologer, and that, 
by the same token, must be advanced instruction, wholly beyond the 
grasp of the yo ng student or the dabbling temperament. I'he secondary 
result is that the mind must be trained to catch the empirical complex- 
es, both in life and in the astrological mechanism, so that one is im
mediately suggestive of the other, and this is intuition in the highest 

A devotional attitude is a help in the gaining of a superfi-sense.
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cial intuition because devotion touches the universal pattern, but de- 
votion usually requires, for the average persom a sense of bigotyy of 
one sort or another, and this defeats any chance for astrological ex
cellency. The proper app roach to intuition in astrology is through a 
familiarity with the complexes in life, and the symbolical implications 
of things in astrology, and for this element in astrology the beginning 
± § init&e taditional special qualities of the signs as given in Temple 
astrology (o. 68) or conventional textbooks, and & built and added to 
in almost haphazard fashion inthe personal scperienne, and as thus
noted in the mind rather than <an paper.

Here is a division of mother parts of the circlein what may 
be termed a totallack of real organization, a proper regression from 
astrology into life and experience itself. There is here a merging of 
factors, as in the dgrees of the zodiac which at base are the result 

/"N of intuition (a frankly psychic faculty), a lunge into life experience 
as this is reflected in the social complex of consciousness, condition
ing the symbolizing mind to a patterning of experience, and as this yet 
may be organized logically to five a neat confirmation of general prin
ciple. Here are essential dignities that cannot be given a class name, 
or individual designation, but in them is the proving ground of the 
astrology, and here may be found in the root of an infallibleintuition. 
The student i$tay make his best progress at this point by turning to ho
rary astrology, because ih divinatory art he reaches a life more in
volved in social complexes per se (things of immediate reality) and 
uses an astrology mmre empirically symbolidal ( in the sense that the 
houses take on their meaning scording to the idea of the moment and 
not the tradition, or in the sense that rulership becomes more alle~or- 

/'"’"s ioal than real since a business difficulty may be seen as a discipline 
of the soul, or a person of no moment in the life may be a signature of 
a complete change in l£f©j etc., etc. Practice and scperience are 
the twin roots of all intuition, and these are gdned far more conven-



iently with divinatory astrology because of the greater ease of check
up on judgements and the g*eater avaflibity of cases.

In the present lessons the progression now is from the use of 
infinite division of the circle elements to infinite division of the 
xperience of lif$, and this involves a progression from division of 

factors in which the whole is viewed (as the circle and either the acfe 
tual divisions of signs or else the distinction between signs according 
to various points of view as divisions of contributory whole ideas) 
to a division of life itself, in which case the whole is beyond view 
since the native is gprt of the whole and without perspective, or that 
which is termed accidental dignity and is to be considered in the fol- 
olwing lesson.

The whole power of Arabeian astrology becomes a matter of skill 
in utilizing the dignities and allied ^factors, or in sensing an infinite 
regress of sumboIs in the understanding. The technique is one of 
blending, or identifjEeatioh of the addition of involvements while a con
current substruction of limitation in potentiality is recognized.

Simplicity is never objective, in life or in astrology, and 
it is in the philosophy both of life and astrology that somplicity of 
and enduring and potent sort is gained. Symbolization is the relating 
of the objectively important tb a subjectibe importance which sublimates 
and transcends immediate lack of outworking through present lack of 
drive and direction. Life to be mastered must be idealized--that is 
symbolized— and for this work astrology is supreme.
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ARABIAN ASTROLOGY XII —  THE COSMIC POINTING

This lesson is the fifth of seven upon the charting of the 
elements of dignity in the dhart, and the first of three particulaaly di
rected towards the analysts of accidental dignities, and it introduces 
the student (bo the problem of finding the focus of individual life or 
experience at the point where astrology eneters the given life for pur
poses of guidance and understanding. The power of human self-expre
ssion lies in its freedom, ^t is perfectly true that every asual ele
ment entering into the acts, and decisions of the consdious individual 
may be traced out to a social stimulus, arnd may be found in the eeperi- 
ence of the race, exactly as it is evident (to the degree pointed out 
om the previous lesson) that the complex of any given personal situa
tion is almot an (absolute reflection of the surrounding social complex, 
but it is equally true nevertheless that there is full choice in the ac
ceptance and attraction of these elements eniereing in o the individual 
complex. The complex itself is never the product of the elements that 
ma&e it up but rather is ever necessarily an alien factor, for the rea
son that it would not be a complex otherwise. If the elements within 
it wereoproducing it the larger complex associating the elements would 
be manifest and the appearance of an individual complex would be only 
an appearance. Personality per e is here involved. The Behoviorists 
allege the nonexistence of the personalty as an indicidual complex 
free from root production by the social complex, but such a belief would 
imply a greater predictability of human action and though than actually 
porves to be possibel in astrological practice, that is, when the 
astrologer endeavors to work with the wheel alone and without knowledge 

/0m^ of the individual case as suen, or its equivalent (as .intuition, or ob
servance of the social conditions or the conditions in his own chart 
bringing the case to him and through the necessary synpathies of the
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case recognizing something of the persoanl nature of tne client, etc., 
etc.). Personality is a free factor in life, and in astrology. Be
cause personality makes convenient use of the elements sustaining it, 
its freedom is not at all obvious, but the capacity of man in an emer
gency to stand upon his own feet (metaphorically) and to proclam his 
divine rights— and to claim these successfully, moreover, and to make 
them manifest in the sociial complex— is sufficient indication of the real 
nature of this personality, and this it is which must be identified in
the chart at the very beginning.

The accidental dignities do not directly indicate the free 
factor in personality, but by identifying the personality as it made 
its freedom manifest (subconsciously, or as in some decision of the pre
existent soul) in the moment of birth, a starting point for analysis is 
found. The accidental dignities are those created by the house circles 
as opposed ot the circle of ths isngs, in meeting the wheel of the 
individual chart, and those created by the motion of the earth as this 
modifies or creates an apparent motion of the other heavenly bodies.
The essential dignities are mainly expressive of the race experience as 
the individual may capitalize upon this, and the scidental dignities 
of the flair for freedom in terms of s l e f-expression of the individual.

In the transition from essential to accidental dignity the lessons are 
moving slowly from Nodal to Locative astrology, from the infinite divi
sion of Eosmic indication to the infinite division of persoanl indica
tion. Because the genius of Arabian astrology, differing 1 rom all 
other Sabian ; systems, is in its blending of factors, everytning must at 
all times be blended, and blending must characterize every step and 
every operation, so that the transition in question must be a blending, 
i.e,, °Tadual. ~nd by the same token the blending must be in tro di- 
rections always, not only a foreshadowing increasingly of Locative 
astrology with the progress of the consideration of Nodal, but an m -



creasing re-emphasis of the root of Nodalor cosmic implication as the 
foundations of the Locative system are laid. There is less of the 
significance and more of the realization of nascent selfhood as this 
progression takes place, but the first eelazation of treu personality, 
or nascent selfhood, mast be of its cosaic significance, and this there
fore, is the starting point of accidental dignity, exactly as it will 
be seen to be by the observant student, the starting point of Locative 
astrology. There is to be a symbolization of personality per se in 
these accidental dignities, and the initail sumbolization must be of 
the individual in a pare universal self-realization, the commie point
ing of personality.

Angular position is the first and most important of the ®ci- 
dental dignities, and it is to those planets in the horoscope which are 
angular by house that the astrologer must look for initial identifica
tion of those particular activities of being which indicate the freedom 
of self or the pure functioning of personality. There are tro methods 
of fiproach here in practice (and, of course, the obvious third which 
is a combination of the two), that is, the comparison fo the chart with 
other charts, and the individual with other individuals, upon the hsis 
of the relative dgree of freedom, or the measure of the individual by 
social standards, and the analysis of the character of the individual 
through the particular planets which are angular, indicating through 
what means he makes evident his freedom of self-being, or approaches 
the task of bending his environement to his will rather than remaining 
inbondage to his circumstances. Much of the Inherent strength of 
character is here revealed, but primarily the astrolger is here 
equipped to aid the individual in self-discovery and in enhancement of 
the opportunities and 'Otentialities of personality.

Cosmic pointing is indicated by the houses through the angles 
because it is the angles that -identify the cosmic axes. The cadent



houses are the particularly individual ones of the twelve and the suc- 
cedent the particularly social. Man is pure personality as a cosmic 
entity separated from mundane experience ($ouse 1), and the revelation 
of personality is the cosmic or directly noil-conditioned co-operation 
by and with things and people, i.e., opportunity (7)* The social po- 
sitionsof man (10) and his inner c'litadel of sllfhood (*+) are yen more 
obviously a matter of cosmic pointing. But the effort he must put 
forth, and relationships he must express to make manifest his personal 
identity (6th objectively and 12th subjectively) and the realities to 
which he must hold and relationships he must maintain to substantiate 
his personal place in the cosmic scheme (\tfith things in the $rd and j__ 
teas in the 9th) are purely individual matters, not creating any digni
ty or cosmic pointing in the life. Similarly his payment made for 
social support (5th objectively and 11th subjectively), and his steward 
ship of social relations (with things in the 2nd and with ideas in the 
8th) are equally docial, and of no dignity.

Second of the accidental dignities in importance, but of equal 
strength with angular postion, is direct in motion,the normal situa
tion of a planet. But as cosmic pointing is revealed in the affairs of 
man through the houses or distribution of experience so also is it re
vealed in the more general or subjective but no lesspotent co-operation 
with the movements of the jlanets by the motion of the earth. When thi 
co-operation is expressed in a maintaining of the forward planetary 
movement, the planet is question is dignified. The affairs of the 
native expressed by it are given cosmichfurtherance.
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ARABIAN ASTROLOGY XIII —  THE INDIVIDUAL POINTING

This lesson is the sixth of seaen anon the charting of the 
element of dignity in the chart, and it introduces the student ot the 
complete system of natal reading expressed in Nodal astrology, or the 
method of interpretation upon the basis of the essential and accidental 
dignities of the Individual horoscope. In one or another of its many 
forms this has been, from medieval tines, perhaps the most popular and 
widely used of the methods of conventional astrology. In the Sabian 
system it is subordinated wuntil a student has reached advanced grade 
only because it so easily becomes literal and a matter of slavish fol
lowing of rules, inw hich case it defeats itself, whereas in fact it is 
a means, the most efficient known ot astrological science, for balanc
ing personality in the focal complex of cosmic co-operatives. In the 
use of the system the student still requires the accidental dinities to 
be giben in the later paragraphs of this and the following lesson, but 
before these he is ready now for the negative essential degnities or the 
debilities of the chart, factors that definitely subtaact from the pow
ers and significance of the heavenly indicators. The debilities have 
been listed iin Temple astrology (p. 96) and they are the detriment of a 
planet when it is in a sigh opposite Its house, and the fall of the 
planet when it is in the sign opposite its exaltation. In the tradi
tional and conventionalsustems therea Bare any number of othereleraents 
of dignity and debility, and if understood and properly Valued they are 
of value and may Reused by the student, but, as only the salient points 
,ay be brought out in the lessons on any of the Sabian systems (since 
the purpose of the lessons is to uncover and examine the principles in
volved), there is no space here for the consideration of these, and in 
practice their value is too slight ot make their notice worth while to 
any one but the seeker Gdeply interested along the one line, or in par



ticular research. The debilities are essential dignities fecause, the 
inverse or negative s:p©ession of the houses and saltations of the 
planets, they are primarily established in the zodiacal circle.

The method of reading in Nodal astrology is to determine the 
relative balue of the liberal planets of astrology, the bodies with 
movement in the zodiac (including the sun in its measure of the ®tual 
motion of the earth, and the moon as carried around by the earth, al
though itself moving) to which is added theindie&tion of dignity of
orbit as shown in the nodes (only those of the moon have ordinary prac
tical balue, of course), and as indicated by considering these nodes as 
planets and deternining bheir value, and adding in the value of any and 
all other planetary factors (as the parts to be considered under Loca
tive astrology), thus bringing to the point of motion, for analysis in 
terms of personality, or the individual direction given to contriburary 
forde in the social complex, the whole of individual destiny, ^he rel
ative importance of the planets from this poi'it of view is determined 
by a definite scoring system, and the <§stiny is deduced irom tne re
sulting order of these planets, and from the place of each of uhem as 
taken in the order now ©tablidhed amongthem. The student, for use 
of the system, for which Pythagorean astrology is best, althoggh any will 
serve, and with the general implication of the houses and signs, as 
these have been brought out primarily in Sabian astrology, ana subse
quently expanded. Since each Chaldean planet has tro houses (except 
sun and moon), and it is possible that some of these may have identical 
scores in the system, it is necessary to give at this point, parentheti
cally a distinction which has no scoring value but which indicted a 
relative positive and negative distinetionsbetween the houses of a plan
et in terms of the planet’s joys, or positive house. These ares Mer
cury in Virgo, Beaus in Taurus, Mars in Scorpio, Jupiter m  Sagittarius 
and Saturn in Aquarius. A planet in its joy is superior to another 
planet of equal score.
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The table of scores is as followss
Accidental Dignity 

Angular by house 
Direct in motion 
Well aspected 
Swift in motion 
Wide declination 
Elevated by house 
Occidental by house 
On important degree 
35n important fixed star

Scores plus 5 
plus 5 
plus b 
plus b 
plus 3 
plus 3 
plus 3 
plus 1 
plus 1

Essential Dignity
In own house Scores plus 5
In exaltation plus1;-1*
In triplicity plus 3
In face plus 2
In term plus 1

Essential Debility 
In detriment Score minus 2 
In fall minus 1

The scoring system itself presents no difficulty, since each 
planet is counted out in order and a table of planetary order for the 
individual chart put down on the horoscope for reference, but there are, 
of course, a number of difficulties in determining whether a planet is- 
worthy of score under some of the points. Thus there is the usual ne
cessity for explanation of the variosus dignities. T.jhe&dqccidental dig
nity if well aspected is perhaps the one presenting the greatest possi
bilities of difference of opinion because it inbolbes a sort of scoring 
system within a scoring system. There are tro ways in which this dig
nity may be detemined. Punctiliously exact, and needlessly so, is 
the listing of the bad and good aspects, and considering only conven
tional orbs, (vrteh degra&s viior all but the moon, with faelve and a half, 
and the sun, woth seventeen degress) and giving half value to orbs of 
more than five degrees, double value to trines and conjunctions, oppo
sitions, and squares , half value to semi-squares, semi-sextiles- and all 

^  such aspects (leaving ssxtiles— and parallel, if considered— as the unit 
value in aspect^, and considering conjunction as variably bad or good, 
the other good or bad in conventional designation (trines and sextiles 
as opposed to squares and oppositions respectively). Far more satis-
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to give dignity to any planet with participation in the stromgly masked 
aspects of the chart (using three or four degree orhs only, in general, 
and considering only the two or three outstanding configurations). It 
night he well to note that no dignity may he scored more tha once. A 
planet is «s well aspected with one strong aspect as with half a dozed.

What is now being brought out through!: the dignities is the 
individual pointing of the chart. The interrelationships of the plan
ets are indicative of the complex of inner actuating forces of bexng, 
in contra-distinction to the pattern of outer or social be mg rveal^d 
more by the symbolism of the houses and signs. And the next two acci
dental dignities to be considered are even more of this nature. Swift 
in motion is conbentionally applied to the moon alone (whethere 1st mo
tion in the twenty-four hours inclusive of the time of birth is more or 
less than its mean motion of 13 10’), but is no less applicabel to 
other planets. Ordinalrily, in the Sabian systems, the other planets 
are ignored except as obviously near stationary or near normal movement 
(either diredt of retrograde) and thus no special tables are needed. 
Wide declination is a simialr factor, similarly handled by comparison 
with the motions listed in the ephemeris of the given year.
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ARABIAN ASTROLOGY XIV THE SOCIAL POINTING

Tnis lesson is the last of sevendupQhlt&ewehartin fo the ele
ment of dignity in the chart, and it introduces the student ot there- 
maining accidental dignities which he will need in any practical employ
ment of noda astrology. The progression in the consideration <ff de
tails is toward finer and finer minutiae of relationships between the 
personality and its general environment, living or inaimate, and from 
the comsic pointing of the individual life, narked, in the dignifying of 
planets chrough their position by house and through the co-operation of 
the earth with their motion, expressedin direct in motion, through the 
individual pointing Bvealed in the well-aspected, swift-in-motion and 
wide-declination dignities(or the totalization, by personality, of the 
relative positions and motions of the planets inthe complex or appar
ent positions of the cosmic scheme or pattern), to the social pointing 
now to be expressed in the remaining five accidental dignities. This 
social pointing is the consequent relationship following upon the self- 
estaolishment of the personality in the general environmental focus of 
being. These are dignities which are tremendously revealing, but only 
of factors that have no direct bearing upon the consciousness. Of 
tnese tne elevation by house is the most important because it establish
es a planet as primarily drawn towsr's the social outgiving of the be
ing. When a planet is thus dignified the activitiesruled by it have 
an indirect and helpful support which is yielded by the general social 
factors of the situation of the individual in life. There is here an 
interesting and root blending of the absolute of the universe and the 
absolute of the experience of the self. The purely social forces rep- 
resentea in z n e cnart at the midheaven position rather abstractly are 
paralleled by the purlly social consciousness of the self expressed 
with equal abstract indefiniteness and so subjective power in the af
fairs of life (tenth house), never actually seen as other than a concern
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of self and yet actually nore the concern of society at large, be- 
cause posiidsion inlife is indication of individual opportunity far less 
than of a social need or opportunity expressed in and through the indi
vidual. The blendiig is no less expressed in the mind (ninth house)
than in the affairs (tenth) of the individual} and it is supported oy 
the outwishing (eleven h house) and inwishing ( eighth house) of the 
native, as it is by his cosmic depedeSce (twelfth) and independence 
(seventh). Here are facets of analysis that may oe applied by the stu
dent with progit to all the factors of the chart, facets that ®re here
suggested not so much for their own sake as for illustration of the 
process of progression in terms of blending, the genius of Arabian 
astrolggy and also best sample, bu far and all, of the role of astrol
ogy in a training of Becognition of cosmic relationships as this may be 
carried to i s highest ultimate point.

The accidental dignity of occidental by house is perhaps the 
most familiar of all to the Sabian student for the reason that the most 
useful focal determinator of the professional system is a utilization
of this element of dignity, there specially applied to a partieualr 
problem (fool proof analysis for the beginner). In the distinction be
tween rising and stting planets, this factor as wholly determiner; 
through the time of individual birth, the elementof dignity is seen in 
terms of reality. Reality is a relative teern in all human experience. 
Theoretically it is possible to set up an absolute conception, ana it 
is philosophically stimualting to make the focus of reality something 
other than self. But so far as personality is concerned the utili- 
rnate base of all experience is self. Thus, let the most ardent 
student of absolute things become sufficiently ill, and his center of 
consciousness will return <t|o self. Knowledge as a product of experi
ence, is foreber anchoBed in its tools of self“expression, to the 
mechanisms of the self in which it has arisen, and to whicn it is tied 
by conditioning individualities. Selfhood and personality are proper-
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ly co-ordinate terns and seality and selfhood are as truly co-ordinate 
when properly understood. When the chart creates a division between 
the signifators of experience ’the. planets) in terms of working before 
the face or behind the badk of the native, experience itself is divided 
into direct and indirect categories, and from this arises the present 
accidental dignity.

The not-intereepted dignity is social pointing per se. Here 
the element cheating fhe dignity is the eelationship between the two 
great circles of the chart, or between the individual aspect of the so
cial com lex as related to the social complex in reference to the entire 
social group. Interception of signs in the houses is produced by the 
factor of terrestrial latitude, which in turn is symbolical of the ca
pacity <5f man to live hcreasiagly away from the tropics, or to be able 
in his physical body to resist cold,andnthe change of climate in terms 
of season and to do this by setting up a social order through theuses 
and heating as well as clothes and moral sustainment in terms of human 
associations. As the birthplace moves towards the poles the horizon 
(which creates the horoscope in general, the first and seventh houses 
in particular) gradually tilts up until it is possible for it to become 
identical with the ecliptic (so that in theory at least, it is impossible 
for a baby to be born at the poles) and this distortion, contributed to 
or minimized by the permanent relation between the ho great circles or 
the obliquity of the ecliptic from the celestial equator, at times will 
draw out a segement of the ecliptic so that one or more signs lie wholly 
within mundane houses or are in ercepted. When a planet avoids this 
it avoids (and what it rules avoids) a loss of opportunity and function 
in the practical world which the personality is creating, for itsslf.
This is an t.obvious dignity.

The tmj remaining accidental dignities might be bermed symbol
ical pointing rather thansocial pointing, were it desirable to consid



er the accidental dignities under a fourfold father than threefold head
ing. Here is the carrying of relationship down to the most minute 
point possible under the present point of view, and what is indicated 
is the realtiy which the personality establishes within its own complex 
of being. H ere is shown the co-operation of society with man upon a 
basis of actual freedom from social conditioning. Wholly a product of 
■personality, the obligation df personality to society is now of no mo
ment. These are secondary realities which are of immense value because 
wholly revealing of personality. One important degree is a dignity that 
may be variously taken (using the critical degree only., of:lutiliz-ihg 
the point of viextf of symbolical astrology, which is an entire system 
built upon this one element of dignity) but properly the dignity should 
be a Bwcognition of the points or degrees that are brought to importance 
in the individual chart.

On important fixed star is the last of one accidental digni
ties, and again a dignity where there is much difference of opinion.
The easiest technique for the student is to use a rninimun of fixed stars 
postions,oroperhaps no more than the three employed by Max Heindel^, 
namely Antares, the Ascelli and the P3i eides (Sagittarius 8 , Leo6 
and Taurus 29 ) but he may adopt and employ the larger and traditional 
lists and positions found through the conventional literature.
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ARABIAN ASTROLOGY XV —  FOCUS IN PERSONALITY

This lesson if the first of five upon the determination of 
the conscious balance between the self and its environment, ana it in
troduces the studentto the consideration of locative astrology as a 
complete system of natal reading, a consideration to which the twelve 
lessons now remaining in the series will be given. Perhaps the great
est task in all judicial astrology (the practical judgement passed in 
matters of personal situation in life, upon the basis of the horoscope) 
is the recognition of the focal relationsiip of the individual in life, 
and in professional astrology this gas been codified (as suggested in 
the prior lesson) upon a foundation largely established through the 
Middle £ges by the conventional presentation of what here is known as 
the Arabian system. Now the goal before the student is to learn the 
underiling principle focal determination, and a first step in this 
will ge a grasping fif the foreshadowing in nonconscious nature by means 
of which a conscious entity may come into being in what otherwise is, 
to him, a nonconscious objective world. Here biloogy and psychology 
(or philosophy) meet in identification of personality as a focal reali
ty in sel fhood, and In their meeting make possible the beginnings of a 
science of focalization (i.e., judicial astrology). Because so much 
of this sort of analysis is ^ wholly abstract, and s: beyond the judgement 
of the student, it is and has been necessary from the beginning to as
sociate it with practival applications— partly in the suggestions made 
in the lessons and largely in the practice of horoscopy to which the 
student has been urged--and now it is n cessary to introduce a practical 
element in terms of life purposes if the principle underlying the pro
duction of life are to be understood at all. It is possible for the

individual
scientific mind to visualize life s x^ithout purpose other
than primitive instincts and their derivite consciousness, because in
conventional scientifiic tthought the orderliness of the universe is seen
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as an accidental thing and so without pur ose h the larger sense. But 

^  in astrology the point of view must bettl@ological (seeing the purpose in 
everything) for the reason that its whole technique is for the determi
nation of purposes, or of the focus in purpose, in every individual 
case. Noting can be thought out, astrologically, without a conception 
of underlying purpose, and in any approach to a mastery of astrology 
there must be an approach to a mastery of purpose in the individual life. 
If purpose can be known as a matter of experience it can be understood 
as an abstract reality. Therefore the astrological student is pointed 
towards the accomplishemsnt of this In trofold fashion, .first it is 
demanded of him that he be able to make his purpose manifest in life 
at will, and the following lesson will be wholly devoted to the means 
fro accomplishing this. Then, secondly, it is demanded of him that he 
be able at all times to grasp life in its focalization, so that he will 
be able to conform to the opportunities of life and to the general situ
ations around him without expenditures of sell or needless inharmonies-- 
as opposed to the high &gree of self assertion in the former case and 
to the accomplishment of this the general discussion of locative astrol
ogy is directed.

Life relationships must be seen as the basis of focal understand
ing because life, in the particular sense, and selfhood are identi
cal, and in order to get a focus upon pure life relationship astrology 
here truns to the point of conception in life, to balance this with the 
point of birth, and to compare intrauterine life with life between birth 
and death. The comparison is, of course, astrological, because there 
is no basis of observation of the nascent personality between concep
tion and birth, and theoretical, because of the great difficulty in- 
knowing the time of conception. Conventional astrology has produced 
a number of systems of rectifying of the tehart (determination of the 
correct birth time) by means of the pre-natal epoch (tne popularized 
term) but this breaks down under experience due to the large number of
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irregular epochs. As, at times, the astrological and actual time of 
birth do not coincide (similar to the lack of coincidence between the 
actual and magnetic poles in the earth), with the result that the 
skilled astrologer cases the chart rectified by the correspondence of 
the directions to events rather than the chart of an exactly Known 
birth time, so must the prenatal epoch be handled, and this presents 
too many difficulties for personal use in rectification, indeed, it 
magnifies all sidtortion of this sort. In medieval times the epoch 
was calculated for determination of the legitimacy of children, but 
this was a profitable catering to the superstitions and wishful thingk- 
ing of the period, at tines with humorous and £ times with tragic re
sults. The value of the relationship between the conception and birth 
time is the preferred perspective upon the life in terms of the physi
cal foreshadowing of that conscious or nonphysical life iaich actually
is the subject of analysis.

The basis of the consideration is the fact that the point of 
the natal moon may be taken as the prenatal ascendant or horizon of the 
native, creating a prenatal chart that actually may be put up and used 
for comparison with the natal figure. The moon, in any chart^s the 
minute hand of destiny (in Max Heiad&l's expression of the relat.on-
3hip), executiag the cycles of distribution o personality in the a:!
fairs of being. The point of distribution, feeling or interest in 
the natal figure, is the whole outlook of the psychic life largely in
dicated by the prenatal chart and therefore is the ascnedant. The 
natal horoscope in the life as the 1 ufe knows i self in its environ
ment, the prenatal chart is the life as id knows itself to itslef, un
consciously or subconsciously. It is a pattern of the personality in 
its moments of differentiation from those things in life which may be 
traced to conditioning, training and conscious experience. The pre
natal chart, therefore, is read only in comparison with the natal, and 
and as showing foreshadowing or recognitions of the genius of pure selfhood,
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The natal ascendant, by the theory of the prenatal epoch, is 
the place of the moon in the prenatal chart, so that the prenatal fitgure 
is cast for the time of day that will give the the natal moon as an as
cendant and for the day nearest to nine calendat (ten lunar) months be
fore the day of birth. The place of the moon (natal ascendant) is lo
cated first, to give the day in the ephemeris, and then the ascendant 
(natal moon) is located, to give the chart which then is cast b- ordi
nary rules and procedures, a technique familiar to the student through 
rectification. The employment of the prenatal epoch in recitifcation 
turns upon the selection of the eopch in time in advance of conception 
to certify the natal ascendant through the place of the prenatal moon, 
but this is impractical as already brought out because the epoch actual
ly nay not be within a doay or so of coition, and bcause after 3.1, 
astrologically, the epoch is a projection back into physical expecta
tion of a phenomenon in consciousness.

Personality when seen as a phenomenon in consciousness may 
be measured as a reality in relationships which are eternal rather han 
as a reality in facts which are physical and ephemeral. In the pre
natal epoch this personality may be seen as pure expectation or pure 
focus, hence i s powers to function &ove situation is here analyzed.
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ARABIAN ASTROLOGY XVI —  FOCUS IN SOCIETY

This lesson is the secondof five upon the determination of 
the conscious balance between the self and its envirorunent, and it in
troduces the student in a braad and summarizing fashion to the analysis 
by astrological means, to the factors of pure environment in human life 
and experience. Foacalization is the sicence by means of which astrol
ogy justifies itself in practical application, and the resent consid
eration is this focalization in terms of society. As the individual 
is, in his own absolute nathre, a focus of consciousness between pri- 
moridial or pure matter upon the one hand and the organism of the comsos 
as an eintity in pnrpose or intellignece upon the other, so society as a 
whole is a focus in consciousness between two diases of the coxmic in
telligence, that which is represented in the individual, or the fictor 
of co-operation through will with divine plan, and that which is repre
sented in the capacity of the individual to reproduce himself in others 
and others in himself, the actualization of this dominie or divine factor 
in definitely social or racial experience. Here is something almost 
impossible to put into words without giying an impression of just set
ting words one upon another, but the student who has followed through 
faithfully in at least a measure of reaching down to understand ing of 
the lessons will be able, at the least, to sense the meaning. The stu
dent has been called upon to make the purpose of his own life, and of the 
universe manifest at will, and his means of doing this is the focus in 
society of the present consideration. Just what is meant? Not pri
marily a changing of the course of life , but rather a changing of its 
significance. The sooner the seeker realizes that astrology and all 
the occult arts are fundamentally just that— occult, or subjective — the 
more quickly will ge be able to mold life. The molding is not by means 
of the direction of hidden forces that have actual physical existence, 
but by a skilled taking advantage of factors in purpose. As in life a
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man may in'tpodacentwp jmen, a id/ means of the pucpose which each of 
these holds, launch an even control a chain of events, so the occult
ist introduces elements of life to each other in "terms of purpose. He 
relates them, links their implication, stimulates and strengthens them.
The results are as objective s though actual intervention of force was 
used, but the force is the force of intelligence or focus, which of it
self is wholly intangible. This is all illustrated in theold myth of 
the contest of the sun and wind to ge a man to remove his overcoat.
The wind is symbolical of the application of ecterior force, useless 
because for the creation of every actual force there is also the < re a -  

tion of its corresponding capacity of resistence (a funaameatal phenom
enon of the universe. The use and employment of the meaning and purpose of 
life, solely and only as such is an astrology the mundane or elective 
branches, the conventional fields of application for the stellar art 

^  preeminently advanced by a proper application of locative or Arabian
astrology.

The first approach to an understanding of the elusive focus 
in society of individual affairs and interests is fo nd in the more 
strictly conventional form of mundane astrology, that which is &ased up
on the chart erected for the known time. Thus the chart for the United 
States is taken from the moment of signing the Declaration of Indepen- 
ence, the chart for a great event, as a war, from the first official 
proclamation or the first official overt act, and so on through the 
gamut of broadly social even s from the opening of a new store ro marmot 
to the inaugeration of a political or religious or reform program. Here 
the student is dependent upon the obtaining of the ocact tine, which is 
difficult and limits him to a relatively few charts, but the field 
nevertheless is Izsery broad vecause here, as in no other branch of as
trology, there is a *oe and rather scientific exchange of charts and 
of judgements upon the proper charts of countries, movments and even s
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of world-wide interest. The training is excellant because through 
/■“"n conventional mundane astrology the social-focus meanings of houses and 

planets are learned as in no other way. (The meanings have been given 
in Sabian and Temple astrology, and throughout the leessons. Thus, e. 
g., the first house represents the masses generally, the people at 
large s the personality of society, and Jupiter represents the Tested 
administrative authority in all ints manifestations, exactly as Saturn 
stands for justice and sun for honor and for the figurehead and orna
mental exaltation of men above their fellows.) This branch of inter
pretation therefore offers little difficulties, and it emphaiszes and 
gives superlative drill in the location of points of importance in 
astrological factors.

A more personal application of mundane astrology is that which 
conventionally is termed elections, or the setting up of a chart for a 
predetermined time. A new store may be opened according to the desires 
of the proprietor. There is here an aotion which narks tne free will 
of man and therefore ecpresses identifies the focus m  society. The 
relationships of life (the spatial factorO are controlled by the time 
element, a taking advantage of the natural phrasing in all things in 
the manifest universe. By means of this use of astrology the planets 
may be placed in the houses according to the wish to elevate and 
strengthen the houses of principle significance, and a further tremen
dous latitude of actual control of events (through manipulation of their 
significance, of course) is made possible by the alteration in one inter
relationships of the houses to determine which of them will contain the
rulers of which, and so on. The skill of the astrologer in elections
is marked in his creation of the channels of expression and action, as in
giving the first house the flavor that commands the most from environ
ment, and in doing this without .setting up a combination wheih otherwise 
would smother all effort in its own inner and hampering conflicts, The



attention goes wholly to the house, and to the planets as determining 
intr-house relations. Then the chart once established, the planets 
are used to coach the approach and attitude of the personaelecting to 
do the different thing, according to their positions in the ideal house

(or cIrcutT.mstan.tial) pattersn.
There is a special tecaique in elections which is of the

. 4_ • r ft! tllOllP* 3. KLOttLOd. tllcL"fc OH tllBgreatest ̂ alue in practical d^trolo^y? °
surface of things may seem silly to the layman (or to the one who can 
only think of astrology as an actual measurement of actual forces in 
nature). In general this is the method of locating points in the na
tal or birth time chart (whether of a person or thing). The system of 
parts yet to be explained belongs in this category, but more simple is 
the method used b'7 a few of the outstanding professional astrolgers in 
America (secretly in some instances) of putting the natal Janets of a 
client in the horary wheel of the moment of consultation. This is the 
interpretation of will-pattern in environmental opportunity

A powerful application of this method to mundane affairs, 
quite practical for the highly skilled astrologer, is the placing of the 
natal planets of the properly significance person in a horary wheel for 
a moment of proper issue in mundane affairs, a technique depending upon 
a cpapaci y to recognize the vital inner rapports of life.
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This lesson is the third of five upon the determination of 
the conscious balance he tween the self and its environment^1 and it in
troduces the student to the problem of the self-sustainint power of the 
self or that which in its simplest expression may he termed the dura
tion of life. There are few people, astrologers or others, who appre
ciate to any proper degree the natural tenacity of life-expression. 
Anything that lives is expected to fight for life, and in the lower orders 
of being, as among the inserts or more primitive animals, the intensity 
of the struggle to survive is easily recognized. But man somehow is 
expected to fall sown before obstacles and to surrender easity to any 
and all difficulties. The power of survival, and especially the ca
pacity of the real individual to implant himself in circumstances to 
the point of surviving even above all exterior aor circumstantial fac
tors, had been shown .at the colse of the preceding lesson, as in the 
fact that anyone who is significant enough may be sued as a cosmic indi
cator, and that the planets of his natal chart may be put in a horary 
whell as a form of mundane astrology. The fact that the horoscope of 
a king may be used for the country he rules has been known from medie
val times and before, and that a public official or the administrative 
head of an enterprise may be similarly used, has been known to all mod
ern astrologers, but that this may be taken to a wholly symbolical ex
tent has seldom been known, and, if known, has usually been discounted 
through the faliure to understand the real nature of the social focus. THT 
the astrologer may use his own planets in mundane forecasting if he has 
skill sufficient to recognize significant moments and so to erect a 
proper wheel into .which to put the planets.- The planets are the con
stant pattern of his judgement and, to the degree he can the
direct his judgement, to that degree he can advance in the interpreta-



tion of things on and beyond the chart of a client. Life is vital, 
and the focus in vitality is the recognition of life itself. It has 
its foundation in the determination of the duration of life, and this 
is the greatest of all astrological problesra, not because the astrolo
ger© here lacks skill to a greater degree than elsex-rtiere but because 
this is an element which, least of all, is fixed in 'ts event. No di
rect answer to the problem is possible, no set rules are adequate.
Death may take place or be permitted, at more or less intermittent inter
vals through the whole life span, but is is as an individual lives in 
actuality, that his particular chart permits or denies the co-operation 
of the social or vital focus in this living. There is too much of the 
free will .factor, and the developing and so changing element of inter
ests in life, to make prediction at <11 satisfactory. Any life may be 
long, and any life short. In an infant's chart there are e.ses where 
early death seems foreshadowed, but the highly afflicted charts will be 
found of individuals who have lived because their complexity wf pattern 
involvement within themselves has fitted, and so has been sustained, by 
special social circumstances. Moreover, modern life in its amazing 
width of ramification has developed not only the opacity to sustain 
lives of a sort that would know only death in medieval times, but also 
a capaci y to raise issues and produce deaths in cases that would not be 
at all lethally conditi ned in former times.

The foundation of any judgement of the length of life,must be 
expressed in fluid terms, fitting to be interpreted in the mind of a 
client in concepts of the doonditions of modern life. The gasis of this 
lies in the ancient idea of the variant hyleg (the technical fferm for 
the giver of life) but the hyleg factor must now be expressed as a kind 
of vitality rather than a class of log or s ort lived individuals.
The rule is simple. All the houses above the horizon except the- eighth 
and twelfth, and none of the houses below the horizon except the first



are capable of contributing to vitality. The first, seventh, ninth, 
tenth and eleventh houses are therefore said to be hyligiacal, a.n-..i for 
this purpose thy are measured from fibe degrees &>ove (preceding) the 
cusp of twentypfive degrees below (or in the house), which means that 
sometimes there are non-hylegical soots between hyiegrcal xiouses. If 
the sun is in a hylegical place it is the hyleg. If the sun is noo, 
but the moon is, the moon is hyleg. If neither sun mor moon are 
hyleg, the ascendant then becomes hyleg. Three types of temperament 
are represea ed by the three hylegs, which is a cancellation of the old 
idea that those wi h sun hyleg lived loQg, those with the moon hyleg 
seldom lived beyond middle <gge and those with ohe ascendant hyleg sel

dom approached maturity.
Mien the sun is hyleg the individual focus m  vitality is of 

a pure physical sort. There is indicated, as a type, ah abunaance 
of oyhsical activity and immense resources of physical strength within 
the slef. Here is the idal situation from the standpoint of liberal 
health, and of man as cre&ture to suffer the accidents of life and 
emerge triumphant in old age from the blind struggle from ohe auverse 
fate which is apt to be prodigal of self, and careless of the social 
ties that alone make long life possible in a modern wolrd. The sun- 
hyleg individual is seldom equipped with the nerve-fineness thau es
capes most of the ±traan of modern life by a co-operation with tather 
than resistnace to the complexities of civilization. All depenas on 
the natal chart, taken in do-operation with the hyleg facor (which, of 
course, is merely a specialized focal determinalor and not a factor it
self suitable for interpretation), and if the departments of life are 
smoot-functioning, and there is that in life which molds and estab
lishes character, this type mgcy well be the longest lived, whereas if 
the chart is at all introspective in nature this may be the sort of 
individual who always seems extraordinarily robust and yet loses inter-
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est in tMngs after maturity and so dies easily anf for little cause.
In the matter of durationof life the factor that always is a 

puzzle to the student is tha of accident, and death as a result of 
purely external rabher than internal factors. Here an understanding 
of the individual is a social link is absolutely necessary. Circum
stances are always interpretive of the Individual, and an individual 
cannot become involved in circumstances, even a accident resulting in 
his death, or cataclysm sweeping away hundreds otheres than himself, un
less these are interpretive of his bing. Involvement in circumstanc
es that are without obvious relationship to self begins to b the char
acteristic of the bo remaining hyleg types. Mien the moon is hyleg
the individual is of the inward or psychid temperament (of temperamen
tal individuals of the sort that Carl Jung terms introvert or drawn in 
upon self in a complete dependence upon the ideas and notions of self).. 
Here are the most charming and most difficult of all individuals. They 
respond to the secret sources of all things and are sinsitive in the 
way an artist is sensitive. They are strong in a nervous wiy when cir
cumstances make life real to them, and frail whep they are unable real
ly to live in life and feel a part of life.

Uhen the ascendant Is hyleg the vitality is social, and these 
are individuals wholly dependent upon their fellows, or upon physical
activities and normal interests for vitality and length of life. In
modern life, which is highly social, these ae© long-lived. In medieval 
times they seldom survived real arrival at adultship.



ARABIAN ASTROLOGY XVIII —  FOCUS IN DESTINY

This lesson is the fourth of five upon the determination of 
the conscious balance between the slef audits environment, and it in- 
todduces the student to the problem of the self-estabilishing power of 
the self as contrasted with the self-sustainign power of the preceding 
lesson..There is a very fine Shading of meahing here, one that is 
wholly elusive to the mind which is neither gifted nor trainied into 
astrological ways of thingking. In a general way the present consider
ation is death, exactly as the p eceding one was life, and as the meas
ure of life qras death (the duration of living), and most of the preced
ing lesson dealt jffliWete^M/with the problem of the measure of the death 
of the individual, sot the measure of ddath is life, (the power of purpose 
in living), and this lesson on death will deal largely with the problem 
of life. In occultism it is taught that one who wishes to master life 
must learn to master deth, bu which is meant, superifeially, the fact 
that life in not mastered until life is beyond concellation by the 
trnasition termed death. In. a larger way the statement means that 
life must be lifted above physical limitation in a way that not only 
negates death but also birth, that is, all the prior and usual limita
tions of the conditioned being. Death in astroldgy also includes 
birth, or the boundary which at all times lies between libing and not- 
1 ving, and since the term death would be wholly confusing in this 
larger sense, astrology substitutes the word destiny. All of astrology 
(in i$ts natal branch) is concerned with the destiny of the individual 
as this is implied and foreshadowed in his birth, and the essence of 
the present problem is to see an equal importnaee and equally vital im
plication in the death factors in the chart. Many of these are covered 
unconsciously and in connection with other points of v&ew-e.g., pro
fession or accomplishment, or that in which man’s living on among his



fellows is fixed by iiis death— -but now these must be analyzed in their 
own nature. The old term for the actual death-dealing factor is the 
anareta, and its ecognition and identification is perhaps the least 
known of all departments of conventional astrology, Hence it is the 
one in which there is the greatest difference of opinion. Because 
liyylr known, and because of the necessity in the conventional mind to 
find a place for the more reeentljr observed planets, some of the out- 
lynig bodies have been given as especially aratic in their role,
Urnaus, Neptune and Pluto seemint to be, fundamentally, enimies rather 
than friends of life. But death resuijrts, not from opposition primari
ly, but from lack of it. Mars may coase a fall from a precipice, and 
a sudden ending of life, but the real cause is the lack of railing 
or support which is a function of Venus. The fact that Mars will be 
found to be operative is not an indication that Mars has the power to 
end life but that life, seif-cancelling, is permitted to end itself 
through Mars, the danse lying far deeper. Death is laways an expres
sion of the being, an expression that anticipates, in the case of in
creasing luck or genuine self-expression, the impossible situation of a 
complete inability of the self to express Itself. Death is not the 
extinguished wick of the candle, either yet smoking or cold, but is the 
last flicker of theflame, Death is an adjustment, folowing which 

life continues, but in memory and an ever-fixed evaluation.
The difference between life and death is that between time and 

no-time, space and no-space. Death is an instant, in terms of time, 
the irrevocable focus of the being in destiny in terms of space or so
cial reality. Birth is the death that launches life in its objective 
cycle, deuth the birth into permanent values. Visa old Apostle Paul 
therefore died daily. Death is the double punctuation, between the 
past and present of living, and the present and the future. Des
tiny in terms of potentiality is fixed up to the moment of birth, when 
man has the free will to do with it $ he will, and destiny in terms of



experience and Set is fixed fron the moment of death onward through 
the eon. This is leterally true. Also it is symbolically true of 
every moment of life, and in the natal horoscope the larger and more 
or less impossibleOof-prediction larger factor is approached through 
the smaller. As destiny is first identified and learned in the shpere 
of everyday, so may it later be identified in the reat cosmic sphere 
in which the life span is an epoch.

In the preceding series on the Sabian astrological methods 
there has been constannt drill in the basic consideration of everyday 
destiny, and in general the effor thas been made to describe and inter
pret every planet, every sign and house, in terms of the focus in des
tiny. Descending from this vry general appro .eh (seeing all life in 
terms of death), the planets have been taken as the principal expres
sion of the will or real-self expression of man, and these ha e been 
divided into departments, both for the sake of convenience in learning 
and in practice, and for expression of the anaretic factor. The life 
pai, Sol and Luna, have been described h relationship to particular 
being, and in connection with death they have become, in the preceding 
lesson, the basis of hyleg. Neptune and Uranus, as a purely social 
pair of planets, have an equal importance at the other pole of consid
eration— those things in life which are least individual, so identify
ing the tie of the individual with the commos in degree of fredom or 
bondage©- and while the intuition of the modern astrologer that connects 
these with broadly social events, such as plagues, epidemics and cata
clysmic destruction, is correct enough, his deduction that there there
fore are individually significant in the horoscope, or in the limited 
sphere of the self and its self-ceeated environment, is obviously 
faulty. These planets 'may larbely be elimintated from the discussion 
of life and death as a strictly individual matter. The planet Mercury 
is a co-operator (classified with Venus in the present point of view),



of no direct importance for the moment. There are lefu the two pairs,

Saturn and Jupiter for the soul of man, and Mars and Venus for the 
superficial affairs of man. In these pairs the planet Jhpiter in the 
one instance and Venus in the other are planets of continuance or pure 
sustainment, neither creating nor exacting significance, and so of no 
immediate importance. There are left for consideration the trwo jlanets 

of death or pure destiny.
Saturn indicates the <§ath ffom the soul or the types that 

may be termed life surrender. Here is normal old age, or its exagger
ated form in senility (when the faculties die before the body), the 
simple reversal of birth in which, as the life has ueen put together 
brick by brick, so it is taken apart. There is no sense of any perma
nent contribution to this world or next. Simple o^r selfish, the soul 
goes as it has come, not 'Sfuite sure what it is all aoout. Mars indi
cates the death from the circumstances, or the type that might be termed 
life conquest, and here is the ©cident or the individualistic death 
that is normal for the awakened soul, and a greater going onward. Life is 
the agent of destiny, and there is the permanent contribution of some 
sort of struggle and so'of some inevitable contribution to values.

It is impossibel to put down rules for the prediction of 
death in the horoscope. The eigh'.h house merely shows the event in 
its outward nature, the hyleg merely reveals the temperament, of living 
and so dying. The prominence of Saturn or Mars shows only the subjec
tive or objective drift of the life. Destiny is a social factor, and 
the next lesson mugt be given to its <§termination.
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ARABIAN ASTROLOGY XIX —  FOCUS IN BUSINESS

This lesson is the last of five upon the determination of the 
conscious balance between the self and its environment, and it intro
duces the student to the analysis of the Affairs of business of man as 
the social mecnanism where destiny of death becomes, in its nature and 
significance more and more responsiye td> the will or sal desir-s of 
the individual. Ira primitive society til indiidual destiny is piti
fully fixed, exactoly as nearly all life is subject to taboo an: to a 
well-orederd but non-indiviaualiyt developing wisdon of superimposed 
devine will or fate. The very complexity of the life of the modern 
world makes possible and extreme ramification of individual effort 
and individual choice in career (even in the everyday and shifting in
terests of life as theobligations of the indi ■idual to his position , 
its sense of obligation to him, his loyalty to his wife and ho&e and the 
flippant lack of loyalty.to its participants of the race idea or reality 
of the institution of marriage and the home), and this puts man upon his 
mettle and makes it possible for him to make manifest almost at ace 
either the cheapness and tinsel-' of his nauure, or else its ensuring tsal 
ues. Conventional astrology is far too apt to consider theplaneos 
from the point of view of p rimitive life, or of its nearest representa
tive, medieval life at its lowest ebb when the present ordinary cyctem 
of judicial astrology developed, and so to look upon then as agencies 
largely of taboos of a sort of cosmic sort(or reverse taboos in inevi
table demands to do as well as do not.) This is particularly marked in 
the ordinary disticntion between Saturn and Lars types of death. True, 
Saturn may be expected to indicate a quien fading out and Kars a more or 
ljess violent death, but there is only a superficial truth or suggestive
ness in this. Saturn measure to a dath of disease as often as to a 
death from haturel causes, and df these natural causes were to b traced



down in all but the exceptional instnnce they would be found to be dis
ease. In the conventional mind at least disease is certainly an acci
dent, an- usually it is violent in its nature if not in the sense of a 
quick sharp experience, that is, violence in time as ife associate dwith 
Mars. And by the same token, death unders Kars is not now bo be seen 
as unnatural, or lacking in acord with the fulness of the destiny of 
the self. These planets are indication of the emphais of the life, 
and as the known life (the little dying daily of the individual) may be 
balanced against the chart it becomes possible to chart the destiny of 
the life, and to determine how far the free will of man is taking advan
tage of his environmnet, and how far it is moving to the development of 
the personality. As and where Saturn is emphasized it is possible for 
the individual to master or to b submerged by his environment, and as 
and where xHars is emphasized it is possible for the individual to master 
himsdlf or else to be submerged by the notions and structure of false 
ideas built up by the self around itself. Death,literally and symbol
ically, is an 'ncident of these considerations, andonly to be appraached 
throgh them.

The struggle of the individual with himself, or his approach 
to his destiny in terms of the direction of his expenditure of self, is 
measured in astrology in many ways, but the most direct attack upon this 
phase of selfhood is the specialized concern of the seven lessons 
remaining in this series onthe Arabian system. Less possible to chart 
in the horoscope, by means of a neat system of sx&les and indication of 
specialized relationships within the self is man’s struggle with his 
environment, to which the remaining s ace of the present lesson must be 
given. Environmental destiny, expressed in terms of business, is too 
varied in its essential nature, and the participation of the individual 
too much a matter of free will, for it to be possible to put dwnware- 
fully classified procedures by means of fiefinite rules. For the task
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before him here the astrologermust know the modern world Intimately, 
and he must know the psychology of human personality no less. The 
lessons can help him only in a careful direction of the principles in
volved.

Business is wholly a matter of social reaction, a distribution 
of human relationships in terms of pure value. The necessities of 
life become a oart of the economic scheme, feut food is pehhaps the 
least well handled of all modern hjrnan activities, and protection or 
the very reverse of the fundamental purposes of the social atate. If 
sex be taken as the third of three actual primitive instincts or neces- 
seties of life, certainly maiirage is mired in politics. The normal 
and healthy byt nonphysical outlet of the urge, amusement and art, is 
in the main destroyed rather than developed when it falls into the 
hands of business. Morals, or the conditioning of men and. women to be 
attractive to each other in brms of this most civilizing of the three 
urges (the gregarious instinct per se), have become scepted as the 
special field of relighin and exploited for the sake of the supremeay 
of ideas rather han the kappiness of man. Business may be seen to 
exist, therefore, tot for the advancement of these underlying elements 
in human life, but for the expansion of life as life. In order to 
Crete markets for the products of its ramifications’* i is necessary 
more or less umcwiseiously, for business to enrich its workers, and 
expecially those of the moneyed class who provide the sinews of devel
opment and expansion. Analysis of the individual chart is therefore a 
matter of determining the capacity of the native for participation in 
modern society according to the genius of modern society, and for this 
the conventional system is completely inadequate, since there was no 
structuee of this sort in medieval times. All was feudal in genius if 
not in fact. All was a development of the taboo tather than the ffee 
exercise of social being which the ancient Greco-Boman world had devel-
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oped and lost. There are two points, therefore, of tremendous impor
tance to the modern astrologer h his appraach to the chart fuom a per
spective of modern society.

First of these is the circumstantial relationship of the in
dividual to society or tjiat which he has fallen into by grace of his 
conditioning at the hands of society and through thesituation created 
by his sponsors in life, that is, his parents, friends and the like.
In medieval times the misfit in business life was the acception ratheer 
than the rule(&!though there were many who were unhappy and would now 
be visualized as misfits, incorredtly) because occupation ran by family
and was paatof the consequence of birth in a particular place. The

all
tenth house therefore represents business. But no, with the 
large exercise of free will, the sixth house also must be considered as 
the rulero f business in which theindividual cannot get a full out
giving 6ft self in terms of self-satisfaction. Therefore the strolo- 
ger may compare with the greatest profit the known business stivity 
with the sixth and tenth houses, to determine self-placement.

Second of the two points of importance is the fluidity of the 
relationship of the individual to society, and this may be found rather 
conveniently in the ^lace of the moon. If Luna is placed in the mani
fest signs, Gemini, Cancer and around through Sagittarius, his relation
ship is fluid (he may bpy and sell), otherwise it is constricted and 
difficult.
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ARABIAN ASTROLOGY yy LIRE DIRECTIONS

This lesson is the first of seven upon the parts in astrology, 
and it introduces the student to one of the most fascinating of all 
phases of the stellar art, but one that has come down from medieval times 
with a most incoherent and come crape tent presentation (as will be noted 
in John Gadbury!s Doctrine of Nativities, the conventional sourceof 
information on the subject). V/hat the student how faces is locative 
astrology proper, or that which is the real heart of the Arabian sys
tem and that which above all other methods of analysis will reveal the 
astrologer's capacity to know and use the Sabian sustem as a Tfhole . 
Mastery of astrology in the sense of learning and acquiring its tech
nique demands a point of view that begins and ends with the signs, to 
which the planets are made wholly contributaory and the houses distinctly 
incidental— the necessity that has dictated the arrangement of the 
twelve fundamental series of Sabian lessons— but mastery of astrology 
in the sense of practicing its art demands a trained mind that operated
wholly in terms of thes houss or the patterning of life as a predica
ment, and the analysis of lire as an immediate and intensely personal 
opportunity, which is the power of dininatory astrology as a separate 
technique, and of Arabian astrology in the field of nativities. The 
house wheel is the distributor of man alive in terras of his affair-3,, or 
of man as an immediate entity, and. the parts are the critical points up' 
pm the house wheel, that is, noints critical in the ascendancy of the 
individual or In hisimmediateness. ^ part is a -joint of translation 
of a planetary or activity relationship into circumstances or immediate 
predicament, and it is always a creature of the ascendant (a point of 
supreme importance for the student to remember). Because the points 
are created by the ascendant, they move with the ascendant, and except 
in instances close to house cusps where the distortion of houses in



terms of sign degrees makes a difference in house placement at differ
ent points in the heavens, they are always found in the same house.
Therefore they are the one element of circumstances relatively uninflu
enced by even a broad rectification of the ascendant. Their employ
ment in the dynamic affairs, with transits, directions and the lime, is de
pendent upon finely-exact rectification, but in character analysis they 
are so far independent of porper placing of the ascendant that they may 
be used spectacularly in supplement of Pythagorean astrology in case of 
unknown and undetermined birth time. As has been stated in the prior 
lesson, the speicalized concern of the parts is the most direct attack 
possible upon the problem of the struggle of the individual with him
self (as an immediate enti y), or his approach to his destiny in terms 
of thedirection of his spenditures of self— i.e., life direction and 
since the parts are an interpretation of planetary patten in the form 
of house position, the beginning of an understanding of the parts lies 

in the planets.
The consideration of the planets in natural pairs has ben 

brought out in Pythagorean astrology, and the relationships between 
these pairs creates the four major parts of which the familiar part of 
fortune is the fi -st and most important. As these final Arabian les
ions proceed the &udent will obserbe that the possipility of pa.it iu.en— 
tification is limitless, and therefore peehaps baffling ar first, but if 
he will consistently think it through from the planets he will have no 
difficulties. But he should not permit himslf uo learn uhe parts by 
rule or rote. Bather he should be in a position ao all times uo create 
them for himself at will, and to make tne house wheel the srvano of 
immediate revelation in any and all oliases of life. He should defeat 
any timidity at the face of the infiniteness of this tool by practicing 
with its infini y. Thus, sicue werypart is a creation of the ascend
ant, he has every other house as an ascendant in i s own specialized
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field from which to put parts around the wheel (with special symbolssor 

colored pencils) and he may have enough of these in a few chosen chafcts 
of people well known to him to be ableina shoit time to get a 
real sense of the distribution of destiny in the immediacies of life

through practically every degree oi the cnart.
Of the major paats other than that of the sun anu. moon, ais-

cussion of the three will follow in the succeeding lesson, flie prob
lem with the sun and moon is for the student to see not only how the 
part of fortune is derived from the lights byt also how it gams i s 
implication from these planets. The department of the lights is that 
of life, and any parts derived from them must be concerned with the 
life direction. The principles of moment here haye already been put 
do wn in the prior lesson in which the role of business in normal life 
has been seen. The part of fortune is the focus of the self in busi
ness (superficially a mattee of money, but more deeply oj. '.me apacity 
to make and handle wealth) and therefore is the real focus of life m  
its personal or immediate asfcedt. This is the reason that this one of 
all the possible parts often takes full .lace with the planets in the 
ordinary horoscope. This part is calculated oy ciddinto uhe lon,_,' 
of the ascendant and moon, and subtracting that of the sun, to get the 
longitude of the part. Actually the student is taking the distance 
from the sun to the moon and projecting this from the ascendant, m  
both cases whrking in the normal direction of the zodiac (tne xamildar 
nule assuring that he shill perform his calculations in zodiacal order). 
In addition to this familiar .-method of procideure there is also taught 
a calculation in right ascension, giving three dimensional considera
tion to the part and treating it as existing in the latitude of the sun, 
but all such is fruitless and the resit of an attempt to reason from
the celestial tangibility of astrological factors rather than remenber-
ing that the olanets are counters in large part. The pa ts are laolly 
so, consequently existing only in the two-dimensional plane of the



celestaial equator.
Since the sun, the will, taken to the moon, the feeling of* 

life, produces the focus of immediateness, or business in the true sig
nificance of that word (because busines is the will operating tho su- 
premecy over ffeling or instinct), the question arises, what is th re
sult of the approach from the moon to the sun (areal or actual pro
gression in motion, because the moon is faster)? So far as the real
ity of the motion is concerned, the fact that the moving of the sun to 
the moon is symbolical gives the patt of fortune i s real power, be
cause tjat wjocj ossumbolical touches, actually, a higher reality, i. 
e., wne nosited in free will and the operation of personality. But 
when the instinct is taken to the will in a part sense, as an operation 
of free will against itself, a permission to background -of sel± to re- 
condi ion self is seen, and this created the part which.Gao.bury terms 
the part of Spirit as theinversion of the part of fortune. (A caution 
in calculation here and everywhere is that all operations must be 
taken in the order of the zodiac, the difference in inversion being 

which planet is taken to which.)
Every part therefore has i s inversion,since each is the 

product of a relationship between two planets, and four futhrer inver
sions in each case are possible by taking each planet to tne plane of
the prior conduction of the tro, and the place of this conjunction to 
it. Gadbury gives one of these, the part of Life as the previous 
lunation taken to the moon, or where the department of life reaches 
prime focus in function (moon) in everyday affairs.
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ARABIAN ASTROLIGY XXI PERS ONALITY gP^GTl ON

This lesson is the second of seven upon the parts in astrolo
gy, and it introduces the student a further organization of the gen
eral principles upon which the parts are created or given their signif
icance. Only a very few are named and identified by Gadbury, although 
the three so far put down here were known and usea oy him, (lortune, 
spirit and life) and only a small fraction of the possible numoer 
of parts will be discussed in the seven lesson. Therefore the stu- 
dentmust gain the scheme of parts as he goes along, and oe in a posi
tion to erect these from principle, because otherwise he will oe hope
lessly lost in the possibilityes of this particulat tecnnique in the 
astrological aptternlng of life. So far tnere has hen given uhe 
idea of the part p roper as a relationship between every planet and ev
ery other planet. With ten planets (including the lights in astrolog
ical terminaihogy), this means & total of forty-live parts. But there 
is the inversion in each case which doubles rhe number, and the further 
fourfold Inversion by consideration of the point of the prior conjunc
tion of the two planets involved in each case, which establishes six 
parts for each two planets. If the suggestion of rhe prior lesson is 
the number of paats (still of a primary sort only ) runs in^o the bhous- 
ands, and this is but the beginning of what in earlier series of les
sons has been termed the actual creating of planets for the wheel.
There is but one Gifficutly before the student who goes deeply in this 
phase of astrology, and that is that he will go too far in establishing 
parts and attempt to employ nodes, fixed stats and alien elements tnat 
cannot be used because thay are not a paatof the house wheel, nor of 
the actual heavely bodies with motion (i.e*, a none is a secondary ex
pression of the motionof the planet, "through the orvxe, and a fixed 
star is -part of the background in which the houses exists expressing a

difference in sign or heaven distribution of relationship but revealing
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no liou.se distinction because the houses are a division of the earth).
All understanding of the parts lies in the planets, as has 

already been emphasized h the rpior lesson, and the beginning of their 
mastery lies in the so-called major parts, of which the first, sun to 
moon, has been given in that lesson as the familiar part of fortune.
The relationship between Saturn and Jupiter is taken in its major as
pect by the symbolical overtaking of the faster planet by the slower, 
and Gadbuty properly considers Saturn to Jupiter (although# nothing is 
done with the inversion). Traditionally this is the part of brothers 
and sisters, but better ir is the part of family, or of the co-opera
tion which the department of soul gets, in life, from that which is of 
its own nature. In the work of Gadbury theree is an assignment of 
parts as proper to certain house, but this is utterly confusing be
cause it is on the w|iole illogical, and the part of family should not 
be learned as of the third house but as a function of the two planets 
of this major department. What is indicated in this part is the focus 
of soul-linkage in life, asnd as in the horoscope such is progressively 
friendship, partnership and blood relationship, so in life it is the 
lfelood tie at center and then the graduated co-operation with people of 
lesser a nd lesser importance in life, or those who will be drawn to 
later blood relationship. The part of family indicates the underlying 
or ingrained social power of the individual, and it ranks with the part 
of fortune as a tremendously valuabel clue to all the immediacy issues 
of a given life. It is one of the four corners of the "predicament” 
of conscious being.

The inversion of this part is the delight of all occult- 
minded astrologers, the patt'of reincarnation, or the part of prior 
self in the laager sense of the dying daily and the leaving of a resi
due of aday by day influence on the life of the lifing that has gone 
immediately before. Jupiter actual! overtakes ^Saturn feid , as in the
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case of the moon to the sun, this is the contribution of the individual 
to the sustaining universe in which he dwells. In terms of the de
partment of soul this is naturally the aggretate or the fragments of 
self, or of sould-stuff that the individual ego draws into its Indi
viduality in a given lifetime. The possibilites here are beyond 
estimation. The only difficulty, and a very great one, lies in the 
fact that there is little possible verification of anything that may 
be deduced. So far as the fourfold further inversions in connection 
with prior and succeeding conjunctions, these are of monor worth ex
cept in gEaatly specialized wsrk, and so they need no further mention 
in connection with these or any other of the planets.

The department of circumstances brings Mars and Venus as the 
basis of a third major part and the part ttsif is the taking of Mars 
to Veuns, the more symbolical and so more potent of the relationships 
between them. Gadbury properly gives this rather than the inverse 
(which again he ignores) but terms it, badly the Part of Plays and 
Junkettings. Better it is the part of enjoyment. The circumstances 
of .life, or predicament to which all the parts contribute real under
standing m  the strict limitation of circumstance, are the superficial 
co-operation of life with the individual, and here there is, in sharp 
contrast woth Miat is indicated b; the patt of family and part of re
incarnation, an aggregating of experience-stuff for the use of the con
sciousness with as few strings to it as possible. In relaxation man 
touches the most primitive relationship with unconditioned experience 
oiidenjoymen'C is tne normal operation of man’s immediate touch with the 
supeoficialities around him. The inverse of this is the taking of 
Venus to Mars, and the part of disappointment is the surrender by eon- 
scloones_ of superficial elements of immediacy, i.e., a strengthening 
pf selfhood in spirit rather thsn things.

The planets Uranus and Nettune were unknown to medieval



astrology, and by a like token the broader social or group conscious
ness of modern life was unknown by nonmodern man, even though to a 
large extent anticipated in -Greco-Roman times. Therefore Gadbury has 
no social parts, but with the principles these are as obvious as thoggh 
supported by the signature of the blind observations of Gadbuty and the 
Arabian writers from which, without originality he took his material 
and ibspreserved it for later astrologers. Neptune is taken to Uranus 
for the part of personality, ur for the focus of that ’Which is termed 
it and a hose of unlovely things in the catch-penny phrases of the 
present age. Here is, in the chart, the pure gold of character as it 
reveals itself without superficial inhibition, or nan as he is success
ful in being Jjimself to the greatest possible measure. The inversion 
or Uranus to Neptune, bives the part of inspiration, or the point at 
which the individual draws upon all-personality, touches the cosmic 
ideal-, and reaches out to realms beyond himself in human association 
ana race idealization. This part shows the capacity of the individual 
to response to the symbolization, or eternal significance of life.
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ARABIAN ASTROLOGY XXII —  KIND DIRECTION

This lesson is the third of seven upon the parts in astrology, 
and it introduces the student to a pure psychology of application of 
the astrological pro&nciples ofo the problem of life. Behind all con- 
cohsciaasness lies the individuality which establishes man as a person 
and at this point, if never before, the student must realize that indi
viduality is not so much a matter or entity (for even a grain of sand 
is as truly an entity in a Ipiritualsense af man) as a natter of the 
accretion upon the entity, or the ggregate which it has been conven
ient to term personality when it is wished to draw attention ot its 
wholeness and not its standig apaat from other personalities (the 
function of the word individuality). This accretion is ix part physi- 
aal and in patt non-physical, and therefore the c’onvenient division into 
departments of life and circumstances (physical, positive and Negative) 
and the departments of soul and social lace (nonphysical, positive and 
ne ative) has been the best vrorking basis both of Pythagorean and now 
of inner Arabian astology. But behind all the accreation must be the 
individual pattern of aggregation of self, and this is expressed in the 
terra consciousness or, astrologically, understanding. Its indication 
must now be goven to the planet Mercury. In less specialized work 
Mercury may be placed wth Kars and Venus in the department of circum
stances, as an auxiliary in the superficial evidence and otuer manifes
tation of consciousness, but in loeatiye astrology it is necessarty to 
see Mercury in its larger and true aspect as the seed of personality it
self. In conventional astrology the significance of Mercury has been 
caught in a few instances (thus Max Heindel has emphasized its twink
ling like a fixed star and given i a highly spiritual role) and in the 
Sabian system its uniqueness has been revealed, pehphaps for the first 
time in r al fashion, in directional astrology. In the parts lit gives
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a deep analysis of the mind direction of life, or the psychological 
pattern of the individual which must he touched if any impression is to 
be made upon the ^consciousness of a client in the analysis of a chart.

Gadbury gives only two of the Mercury parts, together with 
the inversion of one of thei$L$ and as these lessons proce«u it Will oe
seen that the conventional astrology again but touches the surface of its
own possibilities. It is often presented without understanding and 
with a marked incrustation of digm&tic and confusing tradition. The 
student, if he is to ©hieve real mastery of the stellar art must and 
this may seem tiresome repitition— work from principle and organize the 
elements of his tools of analysis so that they are ii his nead ana at 
his beck and call at any moment. Thus, Sin reviewm let him see the
eight major carts that habe "Been given (together with the one illustra
tive part taken from tine placeof a prior conjnction ot wot plandts. in 
relationship to the place of one of Thom in hie patt oi li.j.e) anu ob 
serve their natual classification in pairs as iortune and spirit, 
family and reincarnation, enjoyment and disappointment, personality and 
inspiration (fortune, spirit, life, family, and enjoyment alone oeing 
given in conventional astrolog ). To these let him aao. the mercury 
parts as theyco—operate with tnese same departments of life.

The relationship of understanding to life )Mercury to the
lights) yields the psychology of the instinct of hunger, or the first
of the three primitive instincts in mail. It is the determination of
the personality to continue to be, or the urge of the mind to hold bo
all vital p:assies of itself, and so the appetitie for seil-sustaMment
in its most simple aspect. Except with the moon the planet Mercury is
the 'swiftest factor in any combination with the others (due to its more
frequent retrogradation in comparison with Sol and Venus) a no. it is so
taken even though in an individual chart it may oe slow in motion or 
retrograde (in other words, it is the nature and not the situation of
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the planet that determines the nature of the part, situation measuring 
situation and no more),, It is with the moon and Mercury that Gadbury 
is somewhat garbled fecause he derives the parts of both ffiands and 
servants from the direct relationship (the position of the fastee moon 
subtracted from Mercury), and though-terming it one part only, faith or 
good manners, another two from the inverse relationship. Actually, 
when the place of-Mercury is tafeen from the moon the paat of sustain-, 
meat is created, because it is not what friends or servants and helpers 
an individual may gain for himself in life that constitutes the real 
expression of his support of his appetites, but rather the operation of 
his mind or understanding that makes possible the oad of friends, ser
vants and others in his obtaining of food (on the lowest level) and sus
tainment (in all senses). In primitive life this part indicates the 
assistance won from inanimate things also, and it might, in such a case, 
bet termed as the part of fetish. It is the point in the chart at which 
the conscio sness establishes the most basic co-operation with itself, 
Its inverse, the part of co-operation, indicates the compensatory activ
ity of the self, ar the payment of the individual to life for what life 
yields to feed the self. In a purely physical or animal sense this is 
Sc.partiaf; excrement, so that these trwo parts have a certain measure of 
value in medical astrology. The relationship of Mercury to sun is ig
nored by conventional astrology., and the carts, limited as they are to 
first and second house positions in the one cas • and eleventh and 
wtelfth house positions in the other, are not as striking to the average 
student. Yet they are often of geat value. The sun.is taken to Mer
cury for the part of vitality, which is revealed as of ideals or inhi
bitions (11 and 12) or as o f persons or things (1 and 2), and Mercury 
to the sun for the part of temperament, similarly analyzed in very sim
ple and direct fashion as expectant, or reminiscent (11 and 12) or as 
personal or impersonal (1 and 2).



The relationshio of understandin to circumstances fields the 
psychology of self protection, or the second of the primitive instincets, 
and Mercury to Mars alone is given hy Gadbury as the part of understandi 
ing or the actual expression of Mercury in the division of the eafcth 
The inverse is the part of luck, to be distinguished from fortune as the 
operation of chance in a blind fashion, the one spot where the individu
al is in primitive partnership with his environment and where environ
ment is happy to have him to xontmnue to be. Mercury to Venus goves the 
part of security, and the inverse the part of venture (the place of the 
gambling instinct).

The relationship of understanding to. soula bn t> society 
yields the psychology of sex and esthetics, the third of the threeprim
itive instincts. This must be seen in double fashion or expressed in 
two departments because the socialization of man has been a sublimation 
of his rather than the selfhis (hunger) or fear (protective) instincts. 
Mercury and Jupiter yield, the parts of assurance and sensitiveness (gib
ing them in the order of direct and inverse) and Mercury and Saturn 
yield the parts of faithfulness and aloofness. Mercury and Uranus
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create the farts of originality and eccentricity, and Mercury and Neptune 
the prfcs of divination and intrusion. All of these will be clear 
and some of them extraordinarily useful, to the student hBo has been 
ableto grasp the principles involved and to see the ppttern-signifi- 
canee of each of the parts in ordee.



ARABIAN ASTROLOGY XXIII SITUATION DIRECTION

This lesson is the fourth of seven upon the parts in astrolo
gy, and it introduces the tudent to a further amplification of the 
possibilities of planets creation through the Locative department of the 
Sabian system. The major parts habe been outlined in as great detail
as is necessary for the advanced student, and to them the sixteen prin
cipal parts of Mercury have been, added. ow necessary to indi
cate the nature of the parts formed among the other planets, apart from 
their major relationships, and to this to add considerable analysis of 
other factors employed in the recetion of partsl ^irst, to begin ,thfe 
analysis of the remaining parts formed among the planets(which will be 
divided among three lessons, this and the two following), it is conven
ient to take the department of circumstances as most directly in sympa
thy with the fundamental function of the parts, and to consider Kars 
and Venus in order. Cadbury gives Mars in relationship with Jupiter 
and Saturn only, but correctly presents Mars as the outreaciiing of self. 
With Jupiter taken to Kars the part of negotatlon is established, and 
its inverse is the pact of controversy which Gacbury gives (also term- 
in it the part of discord). °aturn to Mars estableisb.es the part of 
sickness (in the sense of an overreaching of self) which GaQbury gives 
(and so makes adivisable the retention fofthe name , not as apt as it 
night be), and its irr-erss is the part of accident. Uranus to Mars 
establishes the parts of coincidence and unpreparedness ( in order, of 
course, direct and inverse) and ^eptune to Mars yields the parts of 
popOLlarity and misunderstanding. With Hupiter taken to Venus the part 
of sentiment is established, and its inverse is the part of lonesome
ness. Saturn to Venus is the part of investment, that is, of success 
in the useof money to make money) and its inverse, the only one given 
by Gao.bury of the relations of Venus and these superior planets, is the 
part of labor (or success as the result of hard work, feiven by Gaabury



Uranus to Venus estab-the archaic term part of fortune in husbandry), 
lishes the pats of fascination and wastefulness, and ^eptune to Veuus 
yields the parts of banity and corruptness. -ut should not do necessa
ry, but yet it moght be advisable in passing. to remind the student taht 
all the parts have a double reference, to the sself as touching 'ts 
environment and to the e.ivim -lament as touch"', nr tlie self. lius corrupt
ness may identify the graft with which an individual has to deal of the 
wantonness in his own nathrem, either separately or together. Of the 
relationship of the circumstantial plan ets to the lights, Gadbury gives 
but one . Kars to the sun, the direct relationship, erects th- part of 
initiative, and the sun to Kars -"ives the pert of aesori-.ct.-.on. 4-he 
moon to Kars, the fundamental or symbolical relation, creates one part 
of memory, and its inverse is the part of c.issassociation ( ohe difficulty 
in arranging the self as a whole in face of any given situation, or of 
finding any wholeness in a situation), The sun to Venus (the direct

*se the part of disinterest 
> Luna establishes the 
. and figurative seise) and 
wiry, but badly identified, 
of comfort (or of self- 

satisfaction in a very narrow sense, i.e,, the support'and sustainment
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of self in the inner sanctuary of self, that to which the medieval fe
male chile contributed.

There are certain fundamental relationships between the plan
ets and the houses, especially the angles, and thes-' so far in the Sa- 
bian system have been seen brought the asociiation of the houses with 
the lords of the signs of the natural zodiac (i.e., Kars with the first 
house because lord of juries), and through assiciaton of the houses 
with the planets exalted in these signs (sun in spedial relation to 
Aries and the first house, etc.). How, in Locative astrology, the
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planets of circumstances have a bssic relation with the horizontal axis 
and the planets of feoul with the midheaven axis of the houses, a rela
tionship which gives four fundamental and twelve inverse parts. Cad
bury gives one of these, the part of marriabe, obtained by subtracting 
the place of Veua from the cusp of the seventh house, on e of the $ost 
interesting and striking of i.11 the parts. The direct inverse of this 
is the seventh cusp to Venus, a part of divorce (or non-marriage)$ and 
a further inversion is Venus to the firs house or the part of nardis- 
sism (self love) and its own inverse or viniousness. At this point it 
becomes no longer necessary to work out all the parts for the student. 
Further morethere is &he danger, for one who cannot thinkfchrough this 
matter of parts and so be able to create them, that the giving of myri
ad names will only yield words and no horoscope can be interpreted 
with mere words. Mats taken to the ascendant establishes the part of 
selfhood, and by inversion a lack of assurance. With the seventh 
house , a putting of self in bondage to others is shown strikingly.

Fir the moment, however, it will pay the student to stop and 
make sure that he understands the philosophy of inversion. There is 
a difference between a contrast in inside-outside and some outside 
thing and its ou side opposite. Also there is a difference between 
somehing govern and something denied. Where the slower factor is tak
en to the faster (Neptune to moon or a planet to a cusp) there is a 
definite creation in self and a &ro#g part is established. The in
version of this is in the method of creation, and the result is either 
that the thing is given in spite of theself, or that theself is pre
vented from its creative act. Both elements exist in the inverted 
part, and tis is a contrast between outside and inside, the objective 
and subjective factors of life. But in the opposite houses of the 
wheel the contrast is objective-subjective in a different way because 
the wheel itself is wholly circumstantial. The first house is the
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self, the seventh is the not-self in the sense of the self expressed 
through others. The ninth house is idea and understanding, but only 
idea and understanding through the longer duration of the ideas and un
derstanding over the third ar so-called hose of concrete mentality.
It is convenient to take the houses as opposites in terms of inside- 
outside, because they represent such a relation, but when in association 
with a real inside-outside inversion as in the parts they must be 
seen as outside and. opposing outside fictors, a simple enough but yet 
most confucing distinction.

Jupiter to the tenth house establishes the most manifest 
spiritual relationship of man in hsi objective environment, and so cre
ates the part of respect. Its direct inversion is free thinking. The 
rulership of the fourth house is consequently doubt in both the 
active and inverted senses of lack of soul-rapport with environment.

Saturn to the fourth house yields the identity strength of 
man and the cart of conviction, which of course is of self and of oth
ers. Inverted, this is oninion (not doubt, which properly is a posi
tive analysis, siene there an be conviction of coubt) or unsubstantial 
inner reaction, idle approach. And Saturn to the tenth house gives the 
part of ©volt, andits inversion the less organized unwillingness to 
play in the scheme of things.
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ARABIAN ASTROLOGY XXIV —  PURPOSE DIRECTION

This lesson is the fifth of seven uoon the parts in astology 
and it indtroduces the studentt fc<b the technique of any employment of 
these parts in practical astrology, as well as continuing the analysis 
of the paets formed among the planets and by the other fad tors of the 
natal chartl For consideration in the pressnt lesson there has been left 
the department of soul, or the relations of Saturn and Jupiter to the 
social fLanets and the lights. After the deluge of thirty-two names 
of parts actually given the student in the prior lesson, and a toltal of 
fifty-seven so far identified by name, there is more need now of prin
ciple then there is of a catalogue of arts, although it will still be 
convenient to gove names in most instances. Gadbury refers to five of 
the oarts belonging to the department of soul, in relationship with so
cial and l'fe functions but, as unfortunately proves to be the usual 
case, the conventional material is wholly inadequate. Thus, two of 
these five parts given by Gadbury are the same Except for the name and 
the fact that one is calculated fom the moon and the other from Luna, 
an unwittingly bur excellent Illustration of the manner inw hich astrolo
gy in the hands of untutored minds may becone wholly a matter of words 
and of careless distinctions. Saturn taken to the sun establishes the 
part of father, which Gadbury gives, while Jupi er to the moon is the 
part of T'other, f which he seems to have no knowledge. The inverse 
of father is the partof allegiance (Gadbury's love of bretiicrn) an d of 
mother the -art of dependence (Gacbury's badly indetified male chil
dren, on whon the old folks becomd dependent). The part of inherit
ance (which would be ositioned in England and money in America, typical
ly) is the one given by Gadbury as two different parts (inheritence and 
possessions and magistry and profession), Saturn to the moon, and Ju
piter to the sun is the part of accomplishment. The inverse of inher-
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itence is the part of imfluence, and of ©complishment ..is the part of 
impression (the moving in both cases from ah impact in facts to an im
pact in social opinion). Saturn to Uranus and Neptune establishes the- 
parts of confidence and caution, and their inverse is foolhardiness and 
timidity. Jupiter to Uranus and Neptune gives the parts of entertain
ment and vislstation and the inversekbecoires, therefore, bequest ad 
behest (although this nay be too pretty a contrast in words).

Of the parts that have been of greatest service h older 
astrology practice, three have received a measure of universal use, 
namely, fortune ;-s type of all interplanetary relationships, marriage 
os type of relationship in nature between the planets and the angles, 
and death as a type of deribitive relationships to be presented through 
these three final lessons and so a principle clue to the purpose direc
tion ix life. Marriage has ben given inthe prior lesson and death, 
which Gadbury includes in his exposeiion, may now be considered. To 
the student who wishes to touch Arabian astrology, but does not get ttbo 
deep itn its in racacies, it is recommended that these three parts be used, 
since they will give him the root relations of a native with his envi
ronment (Fortune) with people (marriage) and with his own soul (death).
The part,of death is created by taking the moon to the cusp of the 
eighth house, and its inverse is the part of reg.eneratio'i. What is 
now introduced is the creation ff parts from minor house cusps, and as 
ot its seen that ohly certain planets were to b ttkea to the angles in 
the creation of parts in the prior lesson, so now only the moon is to 
be taken to the minor cusps. Of course it is possible to use any plan
et to any house cusp, but hopeless confusion would ensue, because

unless there issomething of a common nature in idea between the fac
tors brought together to establish a part there is no real establish
ment of a practical idea in the part creted. The moon,, as legate of 
all the planets in the horoscope directions, is of a nature akin to all the
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minor houses which collectively are legate to angles in just the 
same way. When the moon is taken to succeedent houses the parts estab
lished are of circumstances contributing to soul, and when taken to 
cadent houses the pats similarly are flf the natureof circumstances 
contributing to vitality. Thus the moon to the twelfth will give parts 
pf drain upon or (inverse) subtle contributions to the primal substance 
of personality. Death is typicalb-cause the eighth house (as the 
twelfth is particularly related to the fourth house, the angle most 
akin to soul in its own nature. If, by similar reasoning, the ninth 
house is seen the most typical, of the cadent houses, of vitality, the 
two parts ereted by the.moon are the co-ordination and the discipline 
of ail physical fundtioniag. Here, in any case, is the principle of 
it for the student, and he may work out a most interesting series of 
sixteen parts. So far as death is concerned, this is the part of the 
accounting <§naneded of a soul by the universe of souls, an'" it may be 
a reckoning or accounting on many levels, as the dying daily of Paul.

The employment of parts is far more simple than the mastery 
of their creation, or e©en their erection in the chart, and the 
ususal manner of their use is naturally most obvious, or significance 
according to the nature of the planet wupon the degree occupied. When a 
part is claculated and is found to fall upon the radical place of a 
planet, then the lofe is indicated as very profoundly influenced in the 
dorection of the genius of the part by activity of the sort indicated 
by theplanet. A caution must be sounded, however, and that is that 
no aspect may be taken from a part (since they relly are, themselves, 
aspects). Thee conjunction alone is used, if it may be put that way.
The opposition will work but is not practical (not that an oppostition 
is involved but that each part in a sense creates a part opposite it
self— coubling the possibilities of parts for those who like to swin in 
figures— and so creating a regression in inversion that is not praeit-



cal because a flat denial is really an emphasis in another direction 
and this emphasis rather than the denial should he found, stressed and 
directed). In directions the passing of a planet over a part is uam- 
en in the same my, and in directional practice there is, of couse, 
much more concern with parts.

In the case of the progression of planets oy the primary ana 
scondary systems the transit of a part is most effective fcen exact 
hut actually a part is only significance to the full of its genius, m  
a natal chart when within less than a full degree of conjunctio, or 
— within less than a degree of a aprt. And in the same way, in con
sideration of the transits lunations, and the like, it is only change 
of direction that brings out the implication of the part. This is 
when one planet is involved. When two Janets come into conjunc
tion with each other or opposite to each other (but in no other as
pect) within less than a full degree of a part the reshlt is vital and

striking.
Of eve greater importance than all this theone great use- 

fulness of locative astrology-is the use of parts in the comparison of 
charts of people who have association *f one sort or another. Whan a 
part in ome chart is within less than a full degree of a part, planet 
or cusp of another chart, the influence of the one person upon the otherr 
is very accurately characterized.
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ARABIAN ASTROD0GY XI? —  EFFORT DIRECTION

This lesson is the sixth of seven upon the parts in astrology 
and it introduces the student to the technique of estimation of the so
cial drive or socialinteractions in any life, that which it i s conven
ient to title the effort direction as such reveals itself to the super
ficial observation. And the lesson concludes the analysis of the 
parts formed among the 'lanets, since there has been left for edn&iderat- 
ion, the department of social activity, or the relations of Neptune 
and Uranus to the lights. After the actual naming so far of seventy- 
five parts in these lessons, the effort now will be to express the 
principles only, but cer5ain of the names will still have to b° giv®n 
for tĥ  soi-° of uniformity *'• tiv» n-”® • - - - n d  bbecause of the im
mediate importance of these to the one beginning a mastery and employ
ment of the Locative astrology. Since the social planets were unknown to 
the medieval astrologers, Gadbury gives none of their parts. Neptune 
to sun is the part of genius (of whatever degree may be manifest in an 
individual life, and none so lowly that none may be discovered) and 
its inverse is the part of madness. Neptune to moon is the part of 
revelation and its inverse Elusion. Uranus to the sun creates hhe 
part of intellectuality, and its inverse bigotry, and to the moon is 
dramatization and by inverse misrepresentation. This makes com
plete the list of all parts possible between planets by their direct 
and i vverss relationship.

One of the very curious features of medieval astrology is the 
establishement of certain degrees of the exaltation sign of a planet as 
the point of maximum strength of the planet by exaltation, and it is 
possible to take the relations fetween andy planet and i i;s'exaltation 
point for the creation of a part. Mosjs typical of all these,a'.d one 
of rather wid„e employment, is the part of honor, established by taking 
the sun to the nineteenth degree of Aries. Nhere four parts only are
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employed by an astrologer they are ususally fortuna, marriage, death and 
^  honor (and sometimes three of these will be used, omitting dleath as re

mote or unpleasant). The inverse of honor is politics, representative 
of the maneuvering for advantage in which any normal indiviuualwill 
indulge, at least now and then. Gadbury lists honor, naturally, and 
one ptlier of this same class is given by him, a roudabout relation of 
Saturn to the exaltation point of Jupiter in Cancer (the fifteenth degre§) 
and termed by him the part of journy by water. To take the 
other one of a pair of deparment planets to the saltation point of 
one of them is a double inversion. Jupiter to uhe fifteenth degree of 
Cancer would be a part of depth to which a sould caan be moved within it
self and Saturn to the same point indicates the depth to which a soul 
may be moved by ou side influences. A sea voyage may bwery presumably 
be the most hotable example of such, in medieval times, but theye are 

^  few astrological students ableto carry reasoning to so fina a point of 
remoteness and not lose the thread of analysis. The part we estab
lished, as Gadbury gives it, through empirical substantiation and upon 
the basis of a happy intuition (or the sort very common among the Arabi
an astrologers). In the present age a journey by water is devoid of 
all the risk and adventure that make this part of Gadbury a valid one.

Most suggestive, in the matter of these exaltation points, is 
the possibility of exaltationooints of experience in every nabal or 
horary chart, and there are three different ways in which these may be 
taken for the creation of special parts. In what is now to be out- 
llhed there is no fixity of technique and no definite bounds of applica
tion. Here are principles for the leisure years of research 01 uhe 
one caught by the fascination of Locative astrology and able to devote 
a lifetime to its pursuit. For the average student the eight-five 
parts now given by name, and the fifteen named ones to follow, will be 
quite more, than enough to keep him bpsy and to fill, perhaps very awk-
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wardly unless he uses especially large chart clanks for the Horoscope 
wheel. Material of the sort now to be offered is dessert at the ban
quet of astrological possibility, and to it only a measure ox space can 
be given in the Sabian presentation,although the effort is made to be 
complete in the general survey of the field. The first of the ways to 
put down exaltation points of experience is to oorrow the planets of 
importance from other charts and, in transferring them to the charts 
under observation, to erect there the parts in tne usual manner and of
the usual sort,indicating them in different colors of ink or in differ-

This is the extension of the di-
ent circles of the horoscope wheel, fj 
vinatory technique in which, for instance, the chart of a great nation 
al character will he used in the horary wheel of an inquiry in national 
affairs (or the porcedure made famous among astrologers oy dvangeline 
Adams will be used, putting the natal planets of a person asking a ques
tion i i the horary wheel of his question).

In drawing planets from other charts, charts of great people, 
for the errection of special parts in some particular chart, it is not 
always necessary to take more than one, or certain sgiall groups of 
such planets. A characteristic configuration in a key alien chart may 
be all that is required, as the distributive plauet m  a T cosmic cross, 
or the significant planet in a stellium, aid so on. In view of this, 
the second of the ways in which ecaltation points of experience may he 
taken is from typical family and social group characteristics. A se
ries of charts may be compared with the result that certain ddgrees 
stand out, or certain planets. If'a degree is so emphasized, it nay 
be nut into a chart under analysis and treated as a significant angle 
or cusp (depending upon the inquiry), or as the sun (for the group vi
tality) and other planetary-ideas similarly and the parts may be erect- 
ed in the usual manner and distinguished by color or in other fashion. 
If a -olanet is so emohaiszed it may be put in the chart under analysis



in as many peaces and as many times as there is touch with and relation
ship with others of the group in question (where its various places are 
identified).

The third of the ways in which an exaltation point of experi
ence may be taken is the most obvious, and perhaps the most common (the 
only common) one of these in conventional practice. (That is, the 
point will be oaken into an alien chart but no on— unless one who 
practices Locative astrology— will erect parts form it.) This is the 
use of points from social experience, and most often in the use of the 
point of an eclipse, but with equal logic the point of a lunation. 
Reference already has been mad_e in the prior lesson to the use of the 
lunations ana so the eclipse, in the practical employment of parts in 
interpretation, but this is taking now the lunation or eclipse for the
erection of parts, as illustrated in the part of lifein the first of seven
these lessons but referring to the lunation or eclipse signifi
cant in directional astrology or in other charts, ro to the great con
junctions and configuations that oedome of significance in other

charts. This third technique is perhaps, actually, as ort of blending 
_ , ■ so that the principles of the whole might

of the two previous given. It/ iM tM iiM S iliM V ii/ iliM -tU itt/W lM /
be given. If another individual is significant in the life that of 
significance along the lines in question in his chart is significant 
i 1 chart in question, and the same is true if a group or group rela
tionship is significant.



ARABIAN ASTROLOGY XXVI — D-Ui3RVICE DIRECTION

This final lesson in Arabian astrology is the last of seven 
upon the parts, and it introduces the student to the final rounding out 
of the interactions between various elements of a chart as it is possi
ble to organize adn use these in Locative astrology. What is now ldftt 
is the outlining of a number os special relatfanships between factors 
of the houses, or the establishemnt of parts particularly concerned 
withthe participation of an individual in his immediate circumstances 
of life, that which is characterized in the title as the diredtion and 
identification of the service in the life. With this lesson the stu
dent will have been given an even one hundred parts that he may pit to 
work at ©nee, and there has been mande possible to him the use of liter

ally untold thousands of these created planets (when the full possibil
ity of factors from group relations , ana alien charts and the like iH 
taken into account). It is perhaps a good bit of psychology of presenta
tion that the final summary should draw the student badk to a very 
practical analysis of the details of the noe chart nder observation, 
and to some of its most homely details. ?What is now to be given is a 
case of derivitibe parts throughout, but those of a traditional and 
quite practical nature, inded, most of them a re known, actually or in

• H1principle by Gacbury. irst, therefore, will be the relationship be
tween the cusp of the house and the lord of a house, or a species of patt 
in which the overshadowing genius of a house will be distorted from 
the horizon of beihg (will be ©counted from the ascendant, in the pic
turesque but not wholly menaingless terms of the medievals)„ The 
parts here created are always eaptessive of the place of ddposit, the 
details of repository, of that which is ruled by a given house. Two 
of these are given b# Gadbury, and they well serve as illustrative
of the entire technique of the house lord-and-euep parts. To take the
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lord of the second house to the cusp is îo establish what Gadbury terms 
the part of goods, b-tter the part of property, and its inverse would 
be the part of transfer (the place where any capacity to handle goods 
in terms of ownership would be found, or an manipulation of the prop
erty of life). To take the lord of the twelfth to the cusp is to 
erect what Gadbury identifies as the part 
modern life best identifies as the part o: 
deeply rooted fears), with the inverss in

rlext in the final summary of ^Locative astrology must come a
seiries of parts that are created by the s 
planets in connection with houses, quite a 
relationship in common, such as the nature 
like. The example is from Gadbury, where 
reaper, is taken as related in idea to the 
death. This he terms the part of perilous 
it may be taken, as a type part, as the pa 
it by taking Saturn to the lord of the air;
sis is of the activity of the house (possibility of death-risks in time

y be so taken, or from the
han lord of the Saouse, which
se, in every case an inverse 
re is also the very effec- 
the lords of the houses in a 
s true in principle because

of progression), and this type of parts ma 
planet of association to the cusp rather 
would not be as strong. There is, of cour 
that needs no particular mention. And the 
tive taking to the cusps of the houses of 
chart (a type of association value which i 
created by the individual chart, and higher in value than the two types 
.just presented because unusually individualistic in nature and in the 
interpretation of the individual chart).

Of course it would be obvious that parts would be erected 
from parts, or that purely secondary relationship would be considered, 
and while these are remote in nature they are interesting, and at times

of private enemies, but what 
fearfulness (special or 
the part of eeddylity .

i.9.1 o ti.v<a u.q.lnq of

part from any astrological 
1  lords of the houses and the 
Saturn, seen as the grim 
eighth house, the house of 
or most dangerous year, and 
rt of peril. He calculates 
hth house, since his empha-



have a considerable value. Gadbury gives three, and these may be tak
en as typical of the wole technique (which, of course, is limitless 
because any port may be the parent of antoher whole succession of parts) 
Gadbury first lists the results of taking Saturn to Fortuna (with a foot
note that if Saturn is combust Jupiter must be taken instead, as excel
lent example of the manner in which the medieval mind mixed entirely 
different consiederations in astrology), and it is to be noted that he 
only uses Fortuna as a factor in the creating of other parts, although 
way part may so be used. The depth of life (Saturn) to the main focus 
pf personality (moon) in terms of life recognition is well state**, by 
him as the part of suden advancement, or the pafct of recognition, and 
its inverse would be a part of jealousy. Theinverse of ilie sun to 
Fortuna is ^even by Gadbury as the part of honorabel and illustrious 
acquaintance, the part of patronage, and that of which it is the in
verse would be the part of power. The other example of Gadbury is the 
next step in remoteness of relationship, the establishment of a part oy 
taking one part from another, in his case spirit (the inverse of For
tuna) from Fortuna, and this he berms the part of imprisonmnet, sorrow 
captivity, etc. Obviously there is a special significance in the re
lationship of an adea and its inverse, and these parts will be a little 
more effective than parts taken more or less at random or conveniantly 
from eanh other, but even here the student, unless a trained specialist 
in Locative astrology, is fatr away from immediately practical tools of 
his trade. If the inverse part is taken to the direct part the result 
is a direct part, and the opposite is the inverse secondarily, bpirit 
to Fortuna is the direct part of disconnection, and fortuna to spirit 
is theinverse part of disorganization, the correlative phases of the 
subtle relationship between personality and environment m  terms of the 
vitality of selfhood.



It also might well he expected that the medieval mind would

see the partivular possibility of the individual chart in the use of a 
relationship between a planet and. its depositor} an immediate relation
ship between planets of the bsasis of their circumstan'cii.l activity in 
a realm of strict individuality. Gadbury gives but one example, but 
it will serve as a t;yT>e (and it is, incidentally, the last of the parts 
to be found in Gadbury), the depositor of the moon to the moon, identi
fied by him as the part of slavery, bondage and capitiqvity, better the 
part of ineptness or the point where the common functioning of li-fe 
(the moon) is bounded by the (Stalls and necessities of other activity.
In-working from parts to parts or from planets d>£ primary to secondary 
relationships as here, the direct part is established from the element 
of primary to that of secondary emphasisTf the equivalent of slower to 
faster planet, therefore, ineptness is really the inverse of the part of 
consummation.

There finally remains in Locative astrology the relationships 
of interactions between the cusps of houses., or the transjhata on of the 
subordinate planetary activity through the parts. The angles will 
serve as type. Taking the ascendant to the midheaven creates the part 
of establishment (which, identical with the M.C., is the point of power 
whcich nonOthinking astrologers think inherent in the M.C. itself, and 
so of all parts from the ascendant), and its inverse is the part of
resource.


